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Abstract

The impact on juries of pre-recording children's evidence was investigated.
University undergraduate students (N

=

123; 91 females, 32 males) volunteered to

partidpate in the study as mock jurors. Participants either watched a videotape or
read a transcript of a simulated trial involving a child sexual abuse case. Participants
who watched the videotape saw the c;hild give evidence either by closed circuit
television or by a pre-re-cording. Participants who read the transcript were advised
the child's evidence had been given via closed circuit
recorded.

tel~vision

or had been pre-

After viewing the videotape or reading the transcript, participants

completed a questionnaire that asked thr.m to rate the credibility of each witness on a
5-point Likert scale and recall trial-related information for each witness. They were
also asked to state n verdict - guilty or not guilty. There were no differences for
rating!' of credibility or recall of trial-related information between conditions. There
also were no differences in verdict as a function of the way the child gave evidence,
either by closed circuit television or pre-recorded evidence, or the way the trial was
presented, either watching the videotape or reading the transcript of the trial. There
was a difference for gender for verdicts where males returned not guilty verdicts more
often than

female~

but there was no interaction between gender and the way the child

presented evidence, and f:,Cilder and the wr.y the trial was presented. A number of
explanations for the findings of the study are discussed .
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The Impact on Juries of Pre-Recording Children's Evidence
Recently, changes have occurred in Western Australian courts to facilitate
child witnesses giving evidence. These are: the use of screens, where the child is in
the courtroom and a screen is placed between the child and the accused so that the
child does not see the accused; the use of closed circuit television, where the child is
removed from the courtroom but gives evidence, on the day of the trial, from another
room and the audio and visual image of the child is transmitted into the courtroom via
video monitors (also known as video link or live link); the admission of videotaped
statements of an initial interview of the child made to a police officer or social worker;
the admi'isio:--1 of videotaped evidence-in-chief where the child's examination-in-chief
is video recorded to be used as part of or for the whole of the child's evidence-inchief in court; and the use of pre-recorded videotaped evidence where all the child's
evidence, both examination-in-chief and cross examination are pre-recorded before
the trial at a pre-trial hearing and the videotape of the child's evidence is played in the
place of the child's live testimony on the day of the trial - the child is not present at
the trial (Dixon, 1993 ).

Legislative Changes for Child WitneSses' Evidence- Overseas and Australia
The changes in Western Australian courts for children's evidence follow or
parallel changes to legislation in other parts of the world for the manner in which
children can give evidence. These countries include the United States of America,
Canada, Scotland. the United Kingdom, and New Zealand, as well as other Australian
states (Davies & Noon, 199\).
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Some states in America have specific legislation allowing a child's videotaped
testimony to be admitted in a trial (Goldstein, 1989). In Canadian trials, videotaped
interviews of children allegirig sexual abuse are permitted while calls to further assist
and protect children giving evidence have been made for the introduction of screens
and closed circuit television (Dezwirek-Sas, Wolfe & Gowdey, 1996).
The use of closed circuit televisio.1 for child witnesses in Scotland was
implemented in the High Court and Sheriffs Courts between 1991 and 1995 (Murray,
1995).

Pre-recording of children's evidence was made available in 1994 (Fiin,

Kearney & Murray, 1996).
In the United Kingdom, the Report of the Advisory Group on Video Evidence
chaired by Judge Pigot in 1989 [also known as the Pigot report] recommended that a
child's testimony be pre-recorded thereby keeping children "away from criminal trials
as much as possible" (Temkin, 1991, p. 315) and that this would help reduce the
consequences oft he dfects of long delays before trials (Smith & Wilson, 1991 ).
While the Pigot report recommended that no child witness should have to
testify in an open court (McEwan, 1990), the Criminal Justice Act of 1991 in the
United Kingdom did not follow Pigot's recommendations, stipulating that whilst
video recordings were admissible, cross examination of witnesses would be conducted
in court with the child present (Sood & Stevenson, 1991). Videotaped interviews of
children's testimony were admitted as evidence-in-chief under the Act although child
witnesses were still mquired to attend court for cross examination and the concern
relating to long delays between an accused being charged and the trial date was still
inherent (Davies, Wilson, Mitchell & Milsom, 1995).
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Closed circuit television was first used in trials in New Zealand in 1989
(Whitney & Cook, 1990).

The Evidence Amendment Act and the Summary

Proceedings Amendment Act, both of 1989, were legislated and came into effect on I
January, 1990 (Pipe & Henaghan, 1996). Changes to the legislation allowed child
witnesses to give evidence in alternative ways such as: using screens or wall
partitions; closed circuit television; and, pre-recorded videotap1ed evidence.

Pre-

recording of evidence followed the recommendations made by the Pigot report where
bath the child's examination-in-chief and cross examination were pre-recorded on
vid;;!otape before the trial and the videotape was then played at the trial in place of the
child's live testimony - the child not being present in court on the day of the trial
(Pipe, Henaghan, Bidrose & Egerton, 1996).
In Australia, most states such as the Australian Capital Territory, Queensland,
New South \Vales, Victoria and Western Australia, have enacted legislation to
provide child witnesses with the use of closed circuit television when giving evidence
in court. Western Australia trialed the use of closed circuit television in a pilot study
conducted in the Perth Children's Court from 23 June 1989 to I December 1989
(Department for Community Services, 19QO).

In the pilot study, the child gave

evidence in open court while the accused watched proceedings via closed circuit
television in another room.

This manner of presenting the child's evidence was

unique, as it appeared to negate one of the advantages of closed circuit television that the child was able to give evidence outside the intimidating environment of the
courtroom (Davies & Noon, 1991; Davies & Westcott, 1992).
Amendments to the Evidence Act 1906 (WA) and to the Western Australian
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Cnminal Code were made in November 1992 which allowed children to give evidence
via closed circuit television, videotape their evidence, or use a screen (Dixon, 1995).
Due to the amendments, the standard manner for children testifYing in court in
Western Australia was by closed circuit television although the child who wished to
testifY in open court was permitted to do so if the judge was satisfied the child was
able to present evidence in this way. The amendments also allowed provision for the
child's videotaped statements made in an interview to, for example, the police or a
social worker to be admitted as part of the child's evidence. Pre-recording the child's
evidence-in-chief as wen

?..'.

!he whole of a child's evidence were also permissible

under the amendments (Dixon, 1993).

Recording of Evidence~ Closed Circuit Telrvision
It has been claimed the changes to the manner in which children can give
evidence have been of great benefit to child witnesses in reducing the trauma and
stress associated with testifying in court (Spencer, 1987). While the usc of a 'lcrecn
spares the child seeing the accused in court, closed circuit television 1'pares the child
from having to appear in open court (Westcott & Davies, 1993). Furthermore, the
child is not in direct, physical contact of the accused and is shielded from having to
testify in l'ront of strangers such as the jury and the public, if present at the trial. Child
witnesses can give evidence away from what may be an intimidating environment of
the courtroom and they do not have to contend with the unfamiliar faces of the jury
and the public who may be attending the trial, but the child is still present at court on
the day of the trial (Cashmore & Cahill, 1990) which is seen by some as "enhancing
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the credibility of the child in tile eyes ofthe jury" (Szwarc, 1991, p. !36).
Closed circuit television thus helps to alleviate the two main concerns children
have of giving evidence in a trial - first, the fear of the courtroom itself, and second
seeing the accused (Cashmore, 1990). Research evaluating the use of closed circuit
television in presenting children's testimony concluded anxiety and stress levels in
child witnesses were reduced while the quality of their evidence was enhanced
because they did not have to confront the accused nor did they have to testify in the
courtroom which was formal and intimidating (Davies & Noon, 1991; Cashmore,
1992).
Although the child appears on a video monitor when giving evidence via
closed circuit television, there has been cause for concern that removal of the child
from the courtroom leads to a presumption of the accused's guilt or that the jury are
less likely to convict because they cannot see or hear the child witness's testimony in
court (Re, 1983: ,c::tcvenson & Sood, 1990). On the other hand, it is postulated that a
witness may be accorded greater credibility because the witness appears on a video
monitor - ofien referred to as status conferral (Boster, Miller & Fontes, 1978).
According to Cashmore and Cahill (1991) "the medium bestows prestige and
authority to those who appear on it" (p. 59).
Conversely, appearing on a video monitor may reduce the impact of a child's
testimony (Davies, 1991; Davies & Westcott, 1992). The medium of a video monitor
may induce a sense of unreality where jm ors potentially treat those appeadng on the
monitor dilfercntly to witnesses who appear live (Doret, 1974; Farmer, Cundick,
Williams, Howell, Lee & Rooker, 1976, Rayner, 1989; Spencer & Flin, 1990;
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Whitney & Cook, 1990).

Closed Circuit Televis~on- Past Research
Ross, Hopkins, Hanson, Lindsay, Hazen and Eslinger, (1994) studied the
impact on conviction rates in a simulated child sexual abuse trial where the child gave
evidence live in court, using a protective shield or via closed circuit television. In
their study, 300 students were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions. In
each condition, participants viewed a vidr.otape of a simulated trial where, in the first
condition, the child testified in open court (open court condition]; in the sec·md
condition, the child gave evidence in court with a screen placed between her and the
accused [shield condition] and thirdly, the child gave evidence via closed circuit
television [video condition]. For each condition, the videotaped simulated trial was a
two-hour long child sexual assault case.

The transcript was the same for ail

conditions and the only thing that differed between conditions was the way the child
presented evidence.
Following the "trial", participants were asked to give a verdict and rate the
credibility of the child and the defendant on a number of characteristics on a 7-point
Likert scale. Ross et al. report in the results "the modality of the child's testimony
had no impact on the subsequent outcome of the trial" (1994, p. 558), although there
was a significant effect for gender across verdict in tlw.t more females convicted the
detCndant than did the males. There were no differences across conditions for the
rating of credibility for the defendant or the child.
An Australian study also investigated

the effects of modality of child
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witness's evidence on trial outcome, credibility ratings and recall of trial-related
information (Jonas, 1994). In this particular study, 41 participants watchrd a mock
live trial with two conditions - either the child witness gave evidence in court or the
child's evidence was presented via closed circuit television. The trial transcript, which
was fictitious, was based on a schoolgirl's allegation of sexual assault by a male
teacher. The transcript was the same in both conditions and only ditfered in the way
the child witness presented evidence either in court or via closed circuit television.
After viewing the trial, participants were asked to complete a response sheet
that included; stating a verdict, recalling evidence from each of the witnesses and
rating the credibility of the child and other witnesses on a 5-point Likert scale.
Neither individual verdicts taken pre-deliberation or group verdicts taken postdeliberation showed any differences scross mode of presentation nor were there any
differences in verdict for gender.
Results revealed no differences for recall of trial-related information for the
witnesses, neither were credibility ratings for the child and other witnesses different.
The researcher concluded the mode of presentation of the child's evidence did not
impact on jurors' assessment of the child's evidence nor on their verdict.
Children's evidence v;owed on a television monitor may be treated differently
"because of its novelty and singularity" (Cashmore & Cahill, 1991, p. 59) in that the
evidence is presented on a television monitor whereas all other witnesses' evidence is
presented in person. The ell'ccl of using vidcotechnology in court can be powerful
(Naylor, 1989a) and althouth studies suggest jurors ability to recall trial-related
information would not be influenced by videotaped testimony (McCrystal, 1992),
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the use of closed circuit television for presenting evidence for child witnesses where
other witnesses appear live in court may cause imbalance to jurors weighting of
evidence presented by the prosecution and the defence (Visher, 1987).
Suppurt for the concern that the novelty aspect of evidence presented on the
television monitor is found in the findings of von Restorff (cited Kof!ka, 1935) and
Tulving ( 1969).

In studies conducted by von Restorff, when a vivid, contrasting item was
placed in a list of words, recall was higher for the vivid item than other items on the
list. Similar research was conducted by Tulving (1969) who presented participants
with ljsts of common words. When

th~

words or items on the list were similar,

words at the beginning and end were recalled better than words in the middle of the
lists. Participants were then told that some lists would contain the name of a famous
person. When lists were presented to participants that contained a name of a famous
person participants were told they must remember this name. No matter where on the
list the name of the famous person occurred, participants successfully recalled these
items to the detriment of words before anJ·aner the "high priority" word.
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Recording of Evidence Pre-Recorded Videotaped Evidence
A

One concern that the giving of evidence via closed circuit television does not
address is the long delays between reporting the offence and the trial. When a child
gives evidence via closed circuit television, the child is still required to attend court on
the day of the trial. In Western Australia, the average delay for reporting of offence
to trial is 13.5 months for child witnesses attending Supreme Court- the minimum
delay being eight months and the lengthiest delay 21 months. In the District Court,
child witnesses experience average delays of 15 months while the shortest delay is
nine months and 27 months for the longest delay between reporting of offence and
trial (Ministry of Justice, 1995).

Pre-recording the child's evidence obviates the need for a child to appear in
court.

While the child's pre-recorded evidence also appears on a video monitor

during a trial, the two major difterences between closed circuit tdcvision and prerecorded videotaped evidence are the timing of when evidence is taken and the
absence of any interaction between the child and the lawyers on the day of the trial
when

evidence

has

been pre-recorded.

In closed

circuit

television,

a

contemporaneous account of evidence is given while in pre-recorded videotaped
evidence, the evidence has been pre-recorded at an earlier date (Cashmore, 1990).
The obvious advantage of pre-recording children's evidence is that this
evidence can be recorded as close in time to the alleged incident zs possible. Because
it has been taken closer in time to the event in question and not many months or even
years later this evidence is more likely to be reliable (Cashmore, 1990). The prerecorded viUeotape captures "the earliest and most spontaneous account from the
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child of the events in question" (Davies, 1988, p. 21); because the evidence is taken
closer in time to the event, the recollection is still fresh in the mind of the witness
(Byrne, 1988; Warner, 1991) and may "represent some of the witness's best and most
reliable evidence" (Naylor, 1989b, p. 92). The value of the evidence is likely to be
increased when taken as soon as possible after the event (Tilmouth, 1994) and the
recall of events is likely to be more vivid, include more detail and be more accurate
when taken in this manner (Hill & Hill, 1987; Thomson, 1989; Spencer & Flin, 1990;
Warren & Lane, 1995).
When evidence is pre-recorded, the number of interviews a child may have to
undergo to recount the events of the ordeal to different parties is reduced.

The

various investigators involved in the investigation of the alleged offence can acquaint
themselves with the facts by viewing the videotaped recording rather than reinterviewing the child.

This elimination of multiple interviews is an important

consideration because studies have shown multiple interviews may contaminate
evidence as "repeated testing could alter a person's memory for an event" (Martin &
Thomson, 1994, p. 120).

Several researchers (Loftus, Miller & Burns, 1978;

McCloskey & Zaragoza, 1985) have shown that subsequent interviews which contain
misleading information distorts witnesses' recall of the original event.
Thus, pre-recording a child witness's testimony as soon as possible minimises

the possibility that subsequent information contaminates the child's recall. This aspect
is important as children's memory are more susceptible to delay and contamination
than adults (Zaragoza, 1987).
A fl:rther non-legal advantage OfjJre-recording a child's testimony soon after
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the event is that therapeutic intervention can occur sooner without the concern that
the child's evidence may be contaminated by the therapy.

Potential Consequences of Pre-Recorded Videotaped Evidence
Pre-recorded videotaped evidence raises two issues pertaining to the
courtroom and the knowledge of evidence that have not been raised in other fonns of
presentation of testimony of children. The first issue pertaining to the courtroom is
the psychological dynamics of the setting, that is, the social situation of pre-recorded
videotaped evidence compared to other forms of giving evidence. When a child is in
court giving a contemporaneous account of evidence, there is interaction with the
lawyers and the trial judge and the jury arc an active part of the process of
examination. With the use of pre-recorded videotaped evidence, "the trial process
itself will be altered as will the relationships between and among lawyers, parties,
witnesses, and judge" (Brake!, 1975, p. 957). When all the child's examination has
been pre-recorded, there is no interaction with the lawyers or the trial judge and the
jury remains a passive observer throughout the hearing of the child's pre-recorded
evidence. Pre-recorded videotaped evidence changes the complex workings of a trial
that exist when the child's evidence is given live (Doret, 1974). The essence of such
interaction may lead to the child's evidence being regarded as less salient.
The second issue pertains to the knowledge that the evidence has been taken
at an earlier date. Jurors may perceive evidence obtained earlier as more credible than
evidence obtained much later.

They may then accord greater weight to the pre-

recorded evidence in comparison to the weight accorded testimony from other
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witnesses given in court much later in time. Thus, simply knowledge that the child's
evidence has been pre-recorded at an earlier date may impact on jurors and the
decisions they make.
To summarise the differences between pre-recorded evidence and closed
circuit te.levision: the evidence has been pre-recorded on the one hand whereas a
contemporaneous account of the evidence is given in closed circuit television;
although both forms of giving evidence are presented via video monitors and all other
witnesses testify live in court, the child is not present on the day of the trial when
evidence has been pre-recorded.

For evidence that is given via closed circuit

television, the child is at court on the day of the trial; there is knowledge that the prerecorded evidence has been taken at an earlier date where the child giving evidence
via closed circuit television may have had to wait several months before coming to
court; and there is no social interaction between the lawyers and the child witness
when evidence is presented as a pre-recorded videotape. Interaction between lawyers
and child witness occurs when evidence is presented via closed circuit television.

Pre-Recorded Videotaped Evidence - Past Research
In 1973 in the United States, two groups of jurors were asked their responses
after viewing civil trials that contained evidence that had been pre-recorded (Bermant,
Chappell, Crockett, Jacoubovitch & McGuire, 1975). The

pre~recorded

evidence was

known as pre-recorded videotape trial presentation where substantial parts, if not all,
of witnesses' testimony had been pre-recorded before the trial. In the first group, the
jury viewed a videotape of a c:ivil litigation case, Liggons v. Hanisko, the first

pre~
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recorded videotaped trial to be held in California (September, 1973).

The case

involved a motor vehicle accident where a two-car collision had occurred at an
intersection controlled by traffic lights. The main point of contention in the case
centred around which driver had gone through the intersection against an amber or
red light.
The instructions given to the jurors were that all witnesses had testified but
their evidence had been pre-recorded therefore at the trial, there were no live
witnesses testifYing (Bermant et al., 1975). Jurors were asked a range of questions
and several felt troubled by the "impersonal quality of the televised presentation"
(Bermant et al., 1975, p. 986); some of the jurors felt that they needed "the human
factor" and that watching the videotape of the evidence precluded this aspect.

The second

group

of jurors

viewed

cases

of land

appropriation

(condemnation) that had been presented as pre-recorded videotaped trials in Erie
County Ohio during November and December of 1973. Reactions to the technology
of video recording was favourably received. When asked if they would choose to
have a pre-recorded videotaped trial for a civil case, 76% of the Ohio jurors answered
affirmatively. In a criminal trial, 43% of the Ohio jurors would choose videotaping,
the 1!::tnaining jurors choosing live trials suggesting live testimony would have greater
influence on members of the jury. Of the California jurors asked about using prerecorded videotaped trial for criminal tlials, opposition was nearly unanimous. They
believed that when the freedom and livelihood of a defendant was at stake, the trial
should be conducted with live witnesses giving testimony in the courtroom in front of
judge and jury.
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Bermant and Jacoubovitch (1975) concluded from the two surveys that most
jurors thought videotaped trials were acceptable though cautious about using prerecorded videotaped trials for criminal cases. Further studies were conducted to
determine the effects of videotaped trial materials on the decision making and
information processing of jurors (Miller, Bender, Boster, Florence, Fontes, Hocking
& Nicholson, 1975). In one study the question was posed whether the way in which

testimony was presented, either live or by videotape, significantly influenced the
responses of jurors. To determine any difference, Miller et al. re-enacted a trial
involving a motor vehicle injury case. Fitly two jurors viewed the live trial and a
month later, 45 jurors viewed the videotaped trial.

All jurors completed a

questionnaire which asked for verdict, credibility ratings of the plaintiff's and
defence's attorney, retention of trial-related information and interest and motivation in
jUly duty.

Results revealed no difference in the way testimony was presented in the
attribution of negligence

There was no difference in the credibility ratings tbr the

attorneys nor was there any difference for retention of trial-related information and
jurors in both the live and videotape conditions were attentive to the task at hand.
Previous studies had focussed on all the witnesses' evidence being presented
as a pre-recorded videotaped trial. Miller and Fontes (1979) extended these studies
to include trials where only certain witnesses' evidence was presented pre-recorded.
This was because research had consistently shown that appearing on television was
perceived a:;; being credible and reliable, and people relied on television for news and
information. Status-conferral was thus assumed to be given to pelJple appearing on
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television The rationale for the study was to investigate whether witnesses giving preR
recorded evidence were given greater credibility than those appearing live, as ju'fors
were viewing witnesses who gave pre-recorded evidence on a video mon!tor and
there was a possibility these witnesses would be accorded status-conferral.
The four conditions in the study that were manipu.lated were: i) both expert
witnesses testified live, ii) both expert witnesses' evidence were presented on
videotape in black and white, iii) the expert witness for the plaintiff testified live while
the expert for the defence gave videotaped evidence in black and white, and ;tv) the
expert witness for the plaintiff gave videotaped evidence in black and white while the
expert witness for the defence testified live.

Participants were I06 jurors wi10

watched a civil trial involving a motor vehicle accident where the defendant was at
fault. The contentious issue was the back injury allegedly sustained in the accident by
the plaintiff.
After the trial, jurors completed a questionnaire which included measures of
retention of trial-related information and credibility ratings of each of the trial
participants. Results showed that more information was retained by jurors when the
plaintiffs witness gave evidence live than when giving pre-recorded evidence. Other
results suggested jurors retained more infOrmation of the defendant's witness when
both witnesses presented evidence live or they both presented pre-recorded evidence.
For credibility ratings of trial participants, the expert witness for the plaintiff was rated
higher in credibility when evidence was given live than when evidence was pr!.!recordcd.

There were no significant differences between the two attorneys across

modes of presentation nor were there any differences for verdicts. Costs awarded to
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the plaintiff were not significantly affected by the usc of pre-recorded evidence.
Swim, Borgida and McCoy (1993) conducted research involving live versus
videotaped evidence from a child witness in a criminal trial. In this particular study,
conducted in a laboratory setting, 143 students acted as mock jurors. All participants
watched a videotape of a mock trial involving a child sexual assault case. The mock
trial

, three hours in duration and the videotape had two conditions - either jurors

watched a videotape of the trial depicting the child giving testimony live in court or
they watched a videotape of the trial depicting the child giving pre-recorded evidence.
Thus, in either case, the transcript was the same for the two conditions, therefore the
testimony of the child was identical.
After viewing the videotape of the trial, mock jurors completed a
questionnaire pre-deliberation and post-deliberation which asked for verdict,
perceptions of the trial participants and memory for the testimony of the child, the
defendant and the judge's instructions. No difference was found for verdict between
mode of presenting the child's evidence although there was a gender difference for
verdict where females were more likely to convict than males.

There were no

differences for perceptions between mode of presentation nor were there any
differences for the memory of the child's and defendant's

t~stimony,

and the judge's

instructions.
In summary, pre-recording of evidence in trials did not appear to impact on:
verdicts (Swim ct al., 1993; Ross et al., 1994); credibility ratings (Swim et al., 1993;
Ross ct al., 1994); or on retention of trial-related information (Swim et al., 1993).
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Pre-Recorded Evidence- The Present Study

The present study investigated the impact on juries of pre-recording a child's
evidence in comparison to a child's evidence given by closed circuit television.

In

both conditions, the manner in which the child presented evidence contrasted to other
witnesses' evidence because in both conditions the evidence was presented on a
television monitor. The differences between the two conditions was the knowledge of
the participants that in the pre-recorded evidence, tht evidence had been taken earlier
in time, and the lack of social interaction between the child and lawyers. For closed
circuit television, the child gave a contemporaneous account of evidence and there
was active examination by the lawyers in the trial.
In the present study, the trial was presented in two ways: either as a videotape
of the trial or a trial transcript. Utilising a trial transcript was likely to mean that any
differences found were because of participants knowledge that the evidence had been
obtained earlier and the effect this would have on the weight given that evidence.
Therefore, the questions posed in the research were:
•

Was there a difference in jurors' ratings of the credibility of the child and other
witnesses between the child's pre-recorded evidence and evidence given via
closed circuit television? Was there any interaction fo .. credibility ratings between
the medium of the trial (watching a videotape of the trial and reading the trial
transcript) ,!fld the presentation of the child's evidence (closed circuit television
and pre-recorded evidence)?

•

Was there a difference in jurors' recall of trial-related information for the child and
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other witnesses between the child's pre-recorded evidence and evidence given via
closed circuit television?

Was there any interaction for recall of trial-related

information between the medium of the trial (watching a videotape of the trial and
reading the trial transcript) and the presentation of the child's evidence (closed
circuit televsion and pre-recorded evidence)?
•

Was there a difference in the verdict given between the child's pre-recorded
evidence and evidence given via closed circuit television?

Was there any

interaction for verdict between the medium of the trial (watching a videotape of
the trial and reading the trial transcript) and the presentation of the child's
evidence (closed circuit television and pre-recorded evidence)?
•

Did the mode of presentation of the child's evidence or medium of the trial
impact diftbrentially on males and females for verdict?

Mel hod

The basic design of the study combined two ways of presenting a child's
evidence - closed circuit television and pre-recorded evidence, with two ways of
media of the trial- watching a videotape of the trial and reading the trial transcript.
The dependant variables were: jurors' ratings of credibility for each witness on
a 5-point Likert scale, recall scores on evidence given and verdict.
additional analyses were comlucted to ascertain any gender difi'crenccs.

For verdict,
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Participant.'!
Undergraduate students volunteered to participate in the study as mock jurors

(!'l ~ 123; 91 females and 32 males). Ages ranged from 17 to 55 wi\h a mean of27.7
years and students came from a cross-section of university faculties. All volunteers
were treated in accordance with the "Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of
Conduct" (American Psychological Association, 1992).

Materials
A simulated trial transcript (Appendix A) was obtained for the present study
(Jonas, 1994). With permission of the author, the transcript was modified for the
present research. The transcript was used in both the "watching videotape of trial"
and the "reading transcript of trial" conditions as we11 as being used for both closed
circuit television and
duration.

pre~recorded

videotaped evidence conditions and was an hour in

The only difference in the transcript was the judge's instructions and

summing up where these each reflected the manner in which the child witness gave
evidence (Appendix B).
A courtroom in the District Court of Western Australia was used for filming
the videotape trial condition. Permission to use the courtroom was secured through
Court Services rJfthc Ministl)' of Justice. VHS 180 minute colour tapes were used in
the taping of the triai. Actors, all over the age

o~

18, played the roles of judge,

judge's associate, prosecution and defence lawyers, child witness, expert witness
(female doctor), child's mother and the accused.
An cxplana\ory

statement of research (Appendix C) was read to all
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participants preceding the experiment after which they signed a consent form
(Appendix D). After viewing the videotape of the trial or reading the trial transcript,
participants were given 30 minutes to complete a questionnaire (Appendix E).
Questions from Jonas' study (1994) were used with permission. Respondents were
asked their verdicts, credibility rating of each witness using a 5-point Likert scale, free
recall of trial-related information for each witness, age and sex. Once participants had
finished the questionnaire, they were debriefed (Appendix F).

Procedure
There were four conditions included in this study. Participants either: watched
a videotape of a trial where the child gave evidence via closed circuit television;
watched a videotape of a trial where the child's evidence was pre-recorded; read a
trial transcript which indicated that the child gave evidence via closed circuit
television; read a trial transcript which indicated that the child's evidence was prerecorded.
Testing sessions were conducted several times daily over a four-week period
to maximise subject participation.

Participants were randomly assigned to testing

sessions by placing all conditions in a container and randomly selecting a condition for
a given session.
Participants were assembled in rooms to either watch the videotape of the trial
or read the transcript of the trial.

They were read an explanatory statement of

research which advised them of what the research entailed. They were told the trial
involved a child sexual abuse offence and advised they were free to withdraw at any
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stage if they were feeling uncomfortable with the content material. A questionnaire
followed both conditions of viewing the videotaped trial and reading the trial
transcript. Participants were advised tltere would be a debrieJing on completion of the
experiment. After listening to the statement of research, they were asked to sign a
consent form which ensured the researcher had used real participants for the study
and that ethically, the participants had the research explained to them.
Participants were asked if there were any questions before the experiment began.
Any questions were addressed. Participants were told that questions that were not
able to be answered at that time would be answered after the experiment in the
debriefing. An example of a question not able to be answered before the experiment
began was, "is this a real trial"? This question was asked a number of times.
The format of the trial in the experiment followed standard Western Australian
criminal trial proceedings of a similar case in an attempt to maintain accuracy of a real
trial. The format was·. the charge was read out by the judge's associate and the
defendant asked to plead. An opening statement was read by the prosecution and the
child witness was called to give evidence. The judge instructed jurors the procedure
used to hear the child's evidence was a routine standard procedure and they were not
to make any inference as to the guilt or othenvise of the defendant. The presentation
of the evidence then commenced.
Where jurors watched the videotape of the trial in the closed circuit television
condition, they saw and heard the child's examination-in-chief, cross examination and
re-examination via closed circuit television with prosecution and defence lawyers
present in the courtroom and asking the child questions. Both the child and the
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lawyers were in view in the videotape.
In the videotape of the trial where evidence was pre-recorded, jurors watched a
pre-recorded tape that was played in place of the child's live testimony. No questions
were asked by the lawyers in court as all questions had been asked in the pre-trial
hearing and jurors only heard counsels' voices on the pre-recorded tape. Therefore,
the participants did not see the lawyers who were questioning the child for the prerecorded evidence. Although the prosecution and defence lawyers were present in the
courtroom, the child was not in court. AJI other witnesses appeared in court to give
their testimony.
When the prosecution cas:: had .finished, defence counsel called for the accused
to give evidence. Examination-in-chief was lead, followed by cross-examination by
the prosecution, then re-examination by the defence. After all evidence was heard for
the defence, defence and prosecution made their closing statements. The judge then
summed up the case. The timeline of when the child's evidence was pre-recorded and
when it was heard in court for both pre-recorded evidence and closed circuit
television is depicted in Figure I.
For participants reading the trial transcript where the child gave evidence via
closed circuit television, they were told in the transcript that the child's evidence was
presented in this manner.

For those reading the trial transcript where the child's

evidence was pre-recorded, they were advised in the transcript the evidence of the
child had been pre-recorded and was played in place of a contemporaneous account.
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Time Scale
Condition

Alleged Offence

Trial

7

-1-

PRVTE

CCTV

Fig11re 1.

Child Witness's
Evidence Recorded

-1-

Child Witness's Pre-Recorded
Evidence Heard; All Other
Witnesses Give Evidence

Child Witness's Evidence
Given by CCTV; All Other
Witnesses Give Evidence

Timeline of Recording Evidence for Closed Circuit Television and Pre-

Recorded Videotaped Evidence for Child and Other Witnesses.

Thus, the transcripts were identical but for the hostructions on how the child presented
evidence.

After viewing the videotape of the trial or reading the trial transcript, jurors
completed a questionnaire. They were asked for demographic information of age and
sex, then to circle a vcrdicl - guilty or not guilty. They were then asked to rate the
credibility of each witness by circling a number between one and five on a 5-point
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Likert scale where 5 was "very credible" and I was "not very credible". After this,
they were asked to recall trial-related information for each of the witnesses.
Once the questionnaires were completed, participants were debriefed.

They

were thanked for their participation and advised their involvement in the research was
appreciated. For participants who viewed the videotape of the trial, they were told
the trial was simulated and actors, all over the age of 18, had played the roles in the
video condition, although a real courtroom of the District Court of Western Australia
had been used for filming the trial. For participants who read the trial transcripts, they
were told the trial was a simulated trial. All participants were advised if they were
uncomfortable or distressed about the nature of the trial, they were able to contact the
university student counsellor. They were told results of the study would be available
after completion of the experiment and they were asked if they had any questions.
Questions posed were addressed and answered.

Results
All data were analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) for windows. Missing data were keyed in as nine and 99 in the case of the
variable for age. The "explore" function in SPSS was conducted on all data to check
for any anomalies, that is: any data lying outside the range between I and 5 for the
Likert scale; any data lying outside the range of I and 2 for verdict and gender; and,
any discrepancies for age. No anomalies were found. The alpha level used in the
study for all statistical tests was .05.
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Cretlibility
In the questionnaire, participants were asked to rate the credibility of the child
witness, expert witness (female doctor), mother and the accused on a 5-point Likert
scale by circling a value between one and five. Only two anchors were used at 5 for
"very credible" and 1 for "not at all credible". The means and standard deviations for
credibility ratings for each witness by presentation of child's evidence and medium of
trial are listed in Table I.

A first 2 x 2 medium of trial by presentation of child's evidence analysis of
variance (ANOV A) was conducted on credibility ratings of each of the witnesses.
Assumptions for an ANOV A - the dependent variable has an interval measurement,
scores are independent of other scores, scores are drawn from a normally distributed
population, and there is homogeneity of variance were met (Shavelson, 1988; Hilts,
1994b).

For the credibility rating of the child witness, there were no significant

differences for main effects of medium of trial or presentation of child's evidence nor
any interaction: medium of trial, (means: watching video 3.75, reading transcript
3. 78), J:(l, 119) ~ .05, Q > .05; presentation of child's evidence, (means: CCTV 3.68,
PRVTE 3.84), J:(l, 119) ~ .81, Q> .05; and medium of trial by presentation of child's

evidence, (means: watching video CCTV 3.73, reading transcript CCTV 3.63,
watching video PRVTE 3.76, reading transcript PRVTE 3.93), E(l, 119)

~

.64, Q >

.05.

There were no significant main effects or interaction for the expert witness's
credibility rating: medium of trial, (means: watching video 4.16, reading transcript
3 .98), !':(I, 119) = .74,

Q>

.05; presentation of child's evidence, (means: CCTV 4.15,
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Table I

Means and Standard Deviations of Credibility Ratings for Witness by Presentation of
Child's Evidence and Medium of Trial

Presentation of

Medium of Trial

Child

Doctor

Mother

Accused

2.83
(.89)

Child's Evidence
CCTV

PRVTE

Watching Video

3.73
(.98)

4.37
(L03)

3.67
(.99)

Reading Transcript

3.63
(.93)

3.93
(L26)

3.43
(U7)

3.00
(.95)

Watching Video

3.76
(.97)

3.97
(119)

3.64
(.86)

2.85
(.94)

3.93

4.03
(L27)

3.53
(.94)

2.90
(114)

Reading Transcript

(. 94)

CCTV

(Total)

3.68
(.95)

4.15
( 1.16)

3.55
(LOS)

2.91
(.92)

PRVTE

(Total)

3.84
(.95)

4.00
( 1.22)

3.59
(.89)

2.87
(LOJ)

Watching Video

(Total)

3.75
(.97)

4.16
(1.12)

3.65
(.92)

2.84
(.91)

Reading Transcript

(Total)

3.78

(.94)

'

-·

',.'"'

. '-

'

3.98
(L26)

3.48
(LOS)

2.95
(L04)

'
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PRVTE 4.00), J:(l, 119) = .48, I!> .05; medium of trial by presentation of child's

evidence, (means: watching video CCTV 4.37, reading transcript CCTV 3.93,
watching video PRVTE 3.97, reading transcript PRVTE 4.03), !:(1,119) = 1.34,1! >
.05.

The credibility rating for the mother showed no significant differences for main
effects: medium oftria1, (means: watching video 3.65, reading transcript 3.48), E(l,
119) = .88, I!> .05; presentation of child's evidence, (means: CCTV 3.55, PRVTE

3.59) E.( I, 1 19) = .04, R > .05; and no significant difference for interaction, medium of
trial by presentation of child's evidence, (means: watching video CCTV 3.67, reading
transcript CCTV 3.43, watching video PRVTE 3.64, reading transcript PRVTE 3.53),
!'(I, 119) = .13,1! > .05.
The credibility rating for the accused when subjected to an ANOV A also
showed no significant main etfects or interaction: medium of trial, (means: watching
video 2.84, reading transcript 2.95), !'(I, 117) = .38,1! > .05; presentation of child's
evidence, (means: CCTV 2.91, PRVTE 2.87), E(I, 117) = .05, I!> .05; and medium
of trial by presentation of child's evidence, (means: watching video CCTV 2.83,
reading transcript CCTV 3.00, watching video PRVTE 2.85, reading transcript
PRVTE 2.90), F(I, 117)= .12, p> .05.

The results for credibility showed no difference between participants who
watched the videotape of the trial and those who read the trial transcript and the way
the child's evidence was presented, closed circuit television or pre-recorded video
taped evidence.
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Recall Peiformance
After completing the credibility ratings fflf each witness, participants were
asked to recall all the information they could remember for the child's, doctor's,
mother's and accused's evidence. Relevant details from the trial transcript were used
as critical points and given one mark if the

participan~

noted or made reference to it.

In the case of the child witness, the four relevant points were: i) who did it, ii)
what was done, iii) how was it done, iv) when was it done.

For the doctor's

evidence, the two critical points were: i) the hymen was ruptured (broken/torn}, ii) the
doctor was not able to confirm or disconfirm sexual assault.

In the case of the

mother's evidence, the two important details were i) when did the child tell her of the
incident, ii) what did the child say. Six points were used as relevant details in the case
of the accused's evidence. i) left an all-girls school after 12 months, ii) knew of
reputation as a "sleaze", iii) tutored students afler school, iv) often worked back late,
v) saw the child the night of the alleged incident, vi) the child asked to use the phone.
Shown in Table 2 are means and standard deviations for witnesses' recal! by
presentation of child's evidence and medium of trial.
A series of ANOV As were conducted on recall of trial information for each
witness. Recall of child's evidence showed no signilicant main effects or interactions:
medium of trial, (means: watching video 3.61, reading transcript 3.47), .E(l, 114) =
.84, 12 > 05, presentation of child's evidence, (means: CCTV 3.48, PRVTE 3.60),
f(l, 114) = 61, P. > .05; medium of trial by presentation of child's evidence, (means:
watching video CC'rV 3.57, reading transcript CCTV, 3.40, watching video PRVTE
3.65, reading transcript PRVTE 3.55), f(l, 114) ~ .07, 11 >.OS.

1:,·
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Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of Witness Recall by Presentation of Child's Evidence
and Medium of Trial

Presentation of
Child's Evidence

Medium of Trial

Child

CCTV

Watching Video

PRVTE

Doctor

Mother

Accused

3.57
(.79)

1.97
(.19)

1.32
(.48)

2.52
(1.12)

Reading Transcript

3.40
(.72)

1.96
(.19)

1.17
(.39)

3.52
(1.19)

Watching Video

3.65
(.80)

1.91
(.29)

1.18
(.39)

2.85
(1.23)

Reading Transcript

3.55

(.83)

2.00
(0.00)

1.14
(.35)

3.43
( 1.45)

CCTV

(Total)

3.48
(.75)

1.96
(.19)

1.24
(.43)

3.02
(1.25)

PRVTE

(Total)

3.60
(.81)

1.95
(.22)

1.16
(.37)

3.15
( 1.37)

Watching Video

(Total)

3.61
(.79)

1.94
(.25)

1.25
(.44)

2.70
( 1.18)

Reading Transcript

(Total)

3.47
(.77)

1.16
(.37)

3.47
(1.32)

1.98
(.13)
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Main effects were not significant nor was the interaction for recall of the
doctor's evidence: medium of trial (means: watching video 1.94, reading transcript

1.98), !'(1. 113)

~

1.38, 11 > .05; presentation of child's evidence, (means: CCTV

1.96, PRVTE 1.95), !'(I, 113)

~

.07, 11 > .05; medium of trial by presentation of

child's evidence, (means: watching video CCTV 1.97, reading transcript CCTV 1.96,
watching video PRVTE 1.91, reading transcript PRVTE 2.00), E(l, 113) ~ 1.54,1! >
.05. The trial-related recall of the mother did not reveal any significant main effects or
interaction: medium of trial, (means: watching video 1.25, reading transcript 1.16),
E(I. 85) ~ 1.22, 11 > .05; presentation of child's evidence, (means: CCTV 1.24,
PRVTE 1.16), !'(I, 85)

~

1.02, 11 > .05; medium of trial by presentation of child's

evidence, (means: watching video CCTV 1.32, reading transcript CCTV 1.17,
watching video PRVTE 1.18, reading transcript PRVTE 1.14), E(l, 85)

~

.33, 11 >

.05.
There was a significant main effect for recall of the accused's trial-related
infonnatiou for medium of trial (means: watching video 2.70, reading transcript 3.47),
.E(l, 101) = 10.23, Q < .05, but no significant main etTect for presentation of child's

evidence, (means: CCTV 3.02, PRVTE 3.15), E(I, 101) ~ .24, 11 > .05. There was no
significant interaction for medium of trial by presentation of child's evidence for the
accused's recall of trial-related information (means: watching video CCTV 2.52,
reading transcript CCTV 3.52, watching video 2.85, reading transcript PRVTE 3.43),
E(l,IOI)~.74,n>.05.
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Verdicts
In the present study, no group verdicts were obtained. Three participants failed
to record a verdict resulting in three missing cases. Table 3 presents the number of
guilty and not guilty verdicts by presentation of child's evidence, gender and medium

of trial.
The first analysis conducted examined the effect of presentation of the child's
evidence on verdict. For closed circuit television, there were 32 guilty and 27 not
guilty decisions. For pre-recorded videotaped evidence, there were 31 guilty and 30

not guilty decisions. Chi square analysis revealed no significa:1t difference in deC-isions

Table 3
Guilty and Not Guilty Verdicts by Presentation of Child's Evidence. Gender and
Medium of Trial

Presentation of

Not Guilty

Gender

Medium of Trial

Guilty

Male

Watching Video

5

6

3

6

14

4
II

Child' Evidence
CCTV

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~.~-~~~.~.s . !.~.~-~-~-~.~-i.P.~ ....
Female

PRVTE

Male

Watching Video
Reading Transcript
Watching Video

................................................................................ .........~~~~-~.~¥..!~~~~~~!.P..!........

10
3

2

............................................~

Watching Video
15
12
--------------------------~R~ea~d~in~g~T~r~a~ns~c~riip~t----~13~----~10
Female

I
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for the two ways of presenting the child's evidence, .\0 (1, N ~ 120) ~ .14, Q > .05.
The second analysis conducted examined the effect of medium of trial on verdict.
For those watching the virieo there were 37 guilty and 24 not guilty decisions. For
those reading the transcript there were 26 guilty and 33 not guilty decisions. There
was no difference in verdict for the two media oftriai,X (l, N= 120)= 3.31~ y> .05.
2

Further to these two analyses, chi squares were conducted to ascertain whether
there were any interactions between presentation of child's evidence and medium of
trial. For CCTV in the watching video condition, there were 19 guilty and 10 not
guilty decisions. For CCTV in the reading transcript wndition, there were 13 guilty
and 17 not guilty decisions. There was no effect for the medium of the trial, X 2 (I, N
=59)= 2.92, Q > .05. For PRVTE in the watchiug video condition, there were 18
guilty and 14 not guilty decisions. For PRVTE in the reading transcript condition,
there were 13 guilty and 16 not guilty decisions. There was no effect for medium of
the trial, X2 (I, N = 61) = .79, Q > .05. Therefore, it can be concluded that there was
no interaction.
A third analysis ccnducted examined the efi'cct of gender on verdict.
females there were 52 guilty and 37 not guilty decisions.
guilty and 20 not guilty decisions.
dill'crencc, X 2 {I, t{ = 120)

=

For

For males there were 11

A two-way chi square revealed a significant

4.85, I!< .05, t'cmalc jurors more likely than male jurors

to give a guilty verdict.
Further analyses were conducted to ascertain whether there were any
interactions between gender and the way of presenting the child's evidence, and
gender and medium of trial. For males in the CCTV condition there were 8 guilty and
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12 not guilty decisions. For males in the PRVTE condition there were 3 guilty and 8
not guilty decisions.

There was no main effect for presentation of the child's

evidence, X2 (1, N ~ 31) ~.50,~> .05. For females in the CCTV condition there
were 24 guilty and 15 not guilty decisions. For females in the PRVTE condition there
were 28 guilty and 22 not guilty decisions. There was no main effect for presentation

of the child's evidence, X 2 (I, N ~ 89) ~ .28, ~ > .05. Therefore, it can be concluded
there was no interaction.
For males watching the video there were 8 guilty and 8 not guilty decisions.
For males reading the transcript there were 3 guilty and 12 not guilty decisions.
There was no main effect for medium of trial, X 2 (1, N = 31) = 3.04, Q > .05. For
females watching the video there were 29 guilty and 16 not guilty decisions. For
females reading the transcript there were 23 guilty and 21 not guilty decisions. There
was no main effect for medium of trial, X2 (I, N = 89) = 1.36,

Q_>

.05. Therefore, it

can be concluded there was no interaction

Discussion
The aim of the present study was to investigate the impact on juries of prerecOJding children's evidence compared to closed circuit television.

In the

experiment, the child witness gave evidence either by closed circuit television or prerecorded videotaped evidence. All other trial procedures, including other witnesses'
evidence, were lhe

samt~

for both conditions. Furtherr,tore, participants were assigned

to either watching a videotape of the trial or reading the trial transcript where again
the trial content was the same in both conditions except for the manner in which the
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child presented evidence. The child's testimony in all conditions was the same and
only differed in the way the testimony was presented.

A questionnaire was then

completed asking for verdict, credibility ratings for the child and other witnesses, and
recall of trial-related information for all witnesses.
There were no differences in credibility ratings for the child and other
witnesses, recall of trial-related information or verdicts for the presentation of the
child's evidence, that is, between closed circuit television and pre-recorded
videotaped evidence nor were there any interactions. There were no differences in
credibility ratings for witnesses or verdicts for the medium of the trial, that is, between
viewing the videotape of the trial and reading the transcript of the trial nor were there
any interactions. While there were no differences for recall of the child, doctor and
mother for the medium of the trial, there was a difference for the accused between
viewing the videotape of the trial and reading the transcript of the trial. For verdicts,
there was a difference between female and male jurors with females giving more guilty
decisions and less not guilty decisions than males but there was no interaction with
gender and the way of presenting the child's evidence and the medium of trial.

Interpretatio11s of Fi11diug.\· of the Study
Given the non-significance of results, the findings of the study arc open to a
number of interpretations. The first interpretation is that the study lacked statistical
power_

This interpretation can possibly be discounted as there were at least 30

participants in each group and this number of participants was considered robust for
the design of the study (Hills, 1994b).
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The second interpretation is that the manipulation used in the study lacked
power. The contrast between a child giving evidence by closed circuit television or
pre-recorded evidence cannot be captured by viewing a videotape of a trial or reading
a trial transcript therefore the manipulation of the two modes of presenting the child's
evidence did not have the strength to make the differences distinct. It is postulated
the manipulation of the study did not adequately depict the child's pre-recorded
evidence compared to the child's contemporaneous account nor did the manipulation
contrast the lack of social interaction between the lawyers and the child when the
child's evidence was pre-recorded, and the interaction occurring between the lawyers
and the child during evidence presented via closed circuit television.
Other studies have used a videotape of a videotape for presenting the child's
evidence with similar lack of differences in the findings between the modalities used.
In the study by Swim et al. (1993), the videotape of the trial depicted the child giving
evidence either that had been pre-recorded or gave evidence via closed circuit
television. In Ross et al. 's study (1994), the conditions of the videotape were the
child giving evidence in open court, in court using a screen and via closed circuit
television. Similar to the present study, these studies found that the medium of the
trial did not impact on credibility ratings, recall of trial-related information or verdicts.
A third interpretation for the findings of the research is the advantages and
disadvantages

or pre-recorded evidence compared to closed circuit television balanced

out. On the one hand, it is theorised that evidence taken closer in time to the alleged
incident is likely to be more reliuble, more vivid and rich in detail (Hill & Hill, 1987;
Cashmore, 1990; Spencer & Flin, 1990; Warren & Lane, 1995) therefore, if the
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evidence is pre-recorded to be used at a later date, the value of evidence taken soon
after the event is likely to increase. On the other hand, because the child does not
appear in court when evidence has been pre-recorded, the credibility of the child in the
eyes of the jury may be decreased (Szwarc, 1991). Furthermore, the lack of social
interaction between the child and the lawyers when evidence is pre-recorded removes
the jury from being active participants in the trial process to passive obseJVers. The
possible increase in weighting because of the knowledge that the child's evidence has
been pre-recorded is negated by a decrease in weighting because a lack of social
interaction between the child and lawyers in court reduces the saliency of the child's
evidence.
A fourth interpretation is the way of presenting a child's evidence and the
media of the trial has no effect because jurors base their judgement from the content
of material heard in court on the day of the trial. Jurors focus on the content of the
evidence and not on other details such as how the evidence is presented or when it
was taken. This interpretation can be supported by the lack of findings from other
studies that used similar modalities as the present study such as Swim et al. (1993)
and Ross et al. ( 1994 ), and studies that used ditrerent modalities yet still reported no
differences such as Jonas (1994).
The one significant finding of the study - that there was a difference for
medium of the trial for the recall of the accused- may be explained by the fact that in
the reading of the trial transcript, participants may have re-read the accused's
evidence thus recalling more in this condition. Having to read the transcript may have
focussed more attention on the evidence than watching the videotape of the trial
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where other distracters such as the accused's demeanour, appearance and non-verbal
body language may have caught participants' attention. Although participants in the
reading the trial transcript condition were not given any instructions asking them not
to re-read any parts of the trial transcript,, they were given a time limit in which to
read the transcript yet for some, the time allowed may have been ample for them to
absorb more detail of the evidence given.
Although this explanation may "be feasible, it does not explain the lack of
differences for medium of the trial for the recall of the child, doctor and mother. If
participants in the reading the trial transcript condition were able to recall more trialrelated information for the accused, then this would account for a higher recall for the
other witnesses in the trial but this was not found. A further explanation is that after
reading for one hour, participants were likely to remember more of what they had just
finished reading, that is the evidence of the accused, than what had transpired earlier,
being the evidence of the child, doctor and mother.

Future Directiomfor Researclt
Future studies could conduct live trials to assess the impact of pre-recorded
videotaped evidence in a more life-like scenario thus overcoming the problems of
participants watching a videotape of a videotape. A live trial would better capture the
difference of the social situation between closed circuit television and pre-recorded
videotaped evidence and would enhance the fact that one account of the child's
evidence was contemporaneous, while the other was pre-recorded.
In the present study, the content of evidence for the child was kept constant in
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the two conditions. In fact, it would be expected that if the child's evidence had been
pre-recorded there would be richer detail which may affect the credibility rating of the
witness in the eyes of the jurors and that they would recall more of the information.
Since the content of the trial was kept constant in the current research, further studies
could manipulate the content of the child's evidence. Therefore, in one condition, the
child's testimony could include a greater quality and quantity of detail, such as fuller
descriptions of the environment of where the incident took place, specific
characteristics of the accused, odd or unique details about the event, any dialogue that
occurred during the incident, the child's thoughts and feelings at the time the event
was occurring and extraneous detail.
In comparison, a second condition could compare evidence devoid of such
detail, or involve testimony that was not as detailed, descriptive, full or complete. If
jurors focus on the story presented to them in the court, the knowledge that the
child's evidence has been pre-recorded may not have much impact on them, but the
child's testimony that is more rich in detail and description may impact on jurors'
perception of the child's credibility.
Another area of research could conduct a longitudinal study of conviction
rates pre- and post- legislation of the introduction of amendments for child witnesses
in Western Australia to investigate any patterns of conviction rates that may have
developed before and afler legislation was implemented. It is theorised that a five
year

pre~

and post- longitudinal study may very well uncover changes in conviction

rates which would illustrate any effects or consequences of the legislation. This could
be an important piece of research since it has not yet been performed and researchers
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are yet to know what impact such introductions have had on the justice system and
the outcome for defendants.
Further studies utilising trial transcripts could change the order of witnesses
giving evidence to investigate any primacy and recency effects. Although this would
not necessary reflect the manner in which witnesses appear in real trials, any findings
of such effects could be of interest to the legal profession in the way in which
witnesses are called to give evidence especially in cases of long trials with many hours
of evidence being heard.

Cot~clusioll

Although the findings of the present research indicated that pre-recorded
videotaped evidence did not impact on jurors' verdicts, their credibility ratings of
witnesses and their recall of trial-related information for each witness, the conclusion
there is no impact of pre-recorded videotaped evidence when presenting a child's
evidence in this manner must be viewed with caution. The present study is one of
only few studies that has researched the impact of presenting a child witness's prerecorded evidence. Future research and more studies investigating the impact of prerecorded videotaped evidence will aid in determining any consequences or effects
associated with pre-recorded videotaped evidence.
As "interviews, depositions and the giving of court testimony are all ultimately
tests of memory" (Martin & Thomson, 1994, p. 119) and that evaluation of testimony
is dependant on how accurate jurors perceive the witness' memory to be (TreadwayJohnson, 1993}, it apJ ears that pre-recorded videotaped evidence has potential
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benefits that may improve the quality of evidence presented to the court.
Research needs to examine more closely the impact and benefits or prerecording evidence for children to ensure that the best evidence possible is obtained
for use in trials and that the pre-recording of evidence allows witnesses to begin the
healing process relatively soon after their experience. Research may also uncover any
detrimental effects that may occur in using pre-recording evidence such as the loss of
the social interaction between witness, lawyer and juror and how this impacts on
JUfleS.

Any new technological innovation introduced into the courtroom setting that
changes the manner in which a witness's evidence is presented is bound to be viewed
with scepticism and over-caution (Williams, 1987) and while there may be reluctance
to accept such innovation due to fear of misusing technology (Rayner, 1991), the
benefits provided to witnesses by the usc of pre-recorded videotaped evidence and the
ability to capture evidence that is more complete and rich in detail warr":tnt attention.
The process of an adversarial system is based on the examination of evidence
of witnesses and if that evidence can be improved, it not only enhances testimony that
convicts a guilty person or acquits an innocent one, it ensures that the jury can make
decisions that arc based on the best possible evidence.

To the extent that pre-

recorded videotaped evidence is a mode of presenting evidence that does capture
ll1llcr and more complete evidence, further research investigating its impacts on juries
may aid in understanding any impact pre-recording evidence has on the dynamics of a
courtroom setting and the relationshirs between the players in a trial.
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Appendi•A
Trial Transcript

DISTRICT COURT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Judge's Associate: Douglas Doh, you are charged that on the 16th July 1994, at Jolimont, you
sexually penetrated a child over the age of 13 and under the age of 16 by inserting your finger in her
vagina. How do you plead to this charge?
Accused (Douglas Doh): Not Guilty.
Defence Counsel (D): (stands) I'm Damicn Smith for the accused.
Prosecution Counsel (P): (stands) Julia Fairchild for the crown.
Judge
P:

<n: Thank you Ms Fairchild.

Thank~you,

your Honour. Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, Mr. Doh is charged with the sexual

assault ofSamh Forbs. At the time of the alleged offence, Sarah was only 14 years old. During the
course ofthis trial, it will be established that on the lGth of July, 1994, Sarah Forbs was sexually
assaulted by Mr. Douglas Doh, her English teacher. It will be established that the sc.'\ual assault
occurred at Jolimontl-ligh School, the school that Sarah was attending at the time oft he assault, and
the school at which Mr. Doh was employed as a teacher. Evidence will be lead that Mr. Doh, who
was working back late at the school, conunillcd the act of sexua( assault. Further, it will be
established that this attack occurred aflcr Sarah requested to usc the phone to ring her mother to pick
her up after a hockey match. The evidence the prosecution will be leading in support of this
allegation. is first that of the victim, Samh Forbs. Secondly we will be hearing from Dr. Teal.

San1h 's physician, and lastly from Mrs. Samantha Forbs, Sarah's mother. That concludes the outline
for the prosecution. yonr Bonour.

J: Thank-you_ The prosecution will now proceed with the witnesses.
Judge's /u:'itructirm.\·

J Ladies and gentlemen <lflhcjnry, you will be viewing the evidence orthe first witness on the TV

monitor set up ill front of you. Can you all sec it clearly? This evidence will be given on a closed
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circuit televi5ion system. The child giving the evidence is present in a nearby room. This practice is
designed to protect the child from any unnecessary stress. You arc to treat this evidence in the same
way as any other evidence you will hear today. This is a routine practice of the court and you arc not
to draw any inferences about the guilt or innocence of the accused b~scd on the usc of this
equipment. Could the accused please move out of the range of the camera? Thank you.
P: The first witness I'd like to call is Sarah Forbs.

Sarah

i.~ .~worn

ami examiut:ll.

P: Could you please state }'our full name.
Sarah (S)·. Saralt Fmbs.
P: When were you born Sarah?

S: The 12th of January, 1980.

P: And how old arc you now'/
S: 16
P·. Arc you still at school?

S: Yes.
P: And what school do you go to?

S: Jolimont High School.

P: And what address is that?

S: 19 Selbournc Street.
P: Jolimont?

S: Yes.
P· Can you recall how old you were when yuu first went to Jolimont School'l
S· High School or Junior'!
P·

Well, how old were }"Ott when you moved from junior school to high school'/

S: About 13
P: So tlmt ,muld have been :1bout 19!JJ.
S: Unun. yes.
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P: Sarah, do you know a man called Mr. Doh'l

S: Yes.
P·. How do you know him?
S: He taught at my school ... he took me for English.
P: What was the first year that you had Mr. Doh as your teacher?
S: He was my fonnmastcr in Year 7.
P: So, U1at was your first year of high school.

S: Yes.
P: What did Mr. Doh have to do as your form master'!

S: Well. he sort of got us all together and took us to assembly in the mornings. And he took us for
English and Social Studies, and when we had spare periods. He also used to dismiss us at the end of
school.
P: Did you ever go on school excursions and camps in Year 7'!

S: We went on excursions, but not camps· we didn't get to go away on camps until year 8.

P: But, in year 8 you went aW<I}' on school camps?
S: Yes.
P: Were these camps ever overnight?

S: Ycs, usually the camps were for a few days.
P: Did Mr. Doh go away with you on school camps?

S: Yes, he c.1mc with us when we had camps.
P: Did he ever go on overnight camps with you?
S: Mr. Doh?

P: Yes- did he go on the overnight school camps?

S: Yes.

P: What was Mr. Doh like on these camps? Sorry, I'll rephrase that. Did Mr. Doh get along well
with the students'!
S: Not really. Well, he got on alright with the boys, but he was always really sleazy with the girls.
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None of us liked him.
P: Tell me what you mean by sleazy.

S: Well, he'd chase you 'round the class room and II)' and grab you and hug you. He
alwa)'S tried to hug you. And he'd wr.ar these really tight pants, and he was just sleazy.
P: Did Mr. Doh ever try to chase you and hug you while you were away on school camps?
D: Objection.
J: Sustained. Limit your questions to the facts please counsellor.

P: Did Mr. Doh ever II)' to touch you while you were on a school camp?
D: Objection. Leading the witness.
J: Sustained.
P: Sorry, I'll rephrase that. Did Mr. Doh ever try to do anything to you while you were away on a

camp?
S: Did he try to touch me'! Yes One time he, ...
P: When was this?

S: It would have been in 1994, when I was in year g,

P: Was this early in the year?
S: Yeah, it '"as at the Easter break.
P: So. in early April'!

S: Ycs .... and anyway, .. well it was in the afiernoon, and we were on a horse camp in the countl)',
and all the other kids were out riding. And I had to change my shoes because the laces broke and I
couldn't ride properly. Well, on the way back to the hut- because we were staying in these huts
where there were 6 girls in each one, and the boys had their own- l saw Mr. Doh, and he saw me
going into the hut. And nnyway, I was in there changing, and Mr. Doh c.1.me in and asked me what I
was doing. !told hi Ill about my shoes and he came to help me f'•UI another lace in. He was tying my
shoe and he grabbed my ankle and slartcd mnning his other lmnd up my leg. I just jumped up and
ran

back to the paddock.
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P: So, you were how old?
S: I s'pose about 13 or J4 ... no, I was 14.
P: Did you report this to anyone?
S: Not any adults, but I told the others ..

P: Sorry, which others'!
S: ... My fricnds ... the other girls. We didn't think it was any big deal, it was just Mr. Doll being
sleazy, And it was on a camp and everything, and we just had a laugh.
P: Did you think it was funny'!
S: Oh .. sort of. .. well, not really. I was a bit scared I s'posc, at the time, you know. But after it just
s~emed

stupid ... he was just being sleazy.

P: When you say he grabbed your leg, did he grab ittightly...did he hurt you?

S: No, not really.
P: You said he ran his hand up your leg, whereabouts on your leg?
S: Here (gesturing to the inner thigh).

P: I'm sorry. we can't sec that, you'll have to tell us.
S: All up the inside orn1y leg.
P: How rar up did he reach?
S: Just above my knees ...you know... bclow my ...you know.
P: Was it below your vagina'!

S: Yes.
P· Did you have pants or a skirt on?

S: Pants, because we'd been ridiug.
P: So, did he touch your skin?
S: No.

P·. He just ran his hand up the inside or your leg, to just above your knee, over the top of your panlS.
S: Yes.
P: Okay, and you didn't tell any teachers, or your parents about this?
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S: No.
P: Why?

S: I just U10ught it was silly -you know, just Mr. Doh being sleazy.
P: So, this is behaviour you expected of him?
S: I suppose so, you know ... he is just sleazy.
P: Alright then, was Mr. Doh still your form master in year 8?
S: No. Miss Shaw was. She still is.
P: And you're in yc..u 10 now, is that right?

S: Yes.
P: Alright then, now if I could take you back to the lime that Mr. Doh took you into his office, in July

of 199.J.. Can you recall what happened at that time'l

8: Yes.
P: Firstly. before you recall those events I'd like to ask

::1

couple or questions. At any time between the

lirst incident. in April, that you just told us about at the horse riding camp, and the incident I just
referred you to, that occurred in July in 1994, did Mr. Doh try to touch you, or make any advances
towards you?
S: Apart from those two?
P: Yes, apart from the time in April, and the time in July, has Mr. Doh tried to touch you in any

way?
S: Not really ... I mean, no.

P: Not really?
S: No, no he hasn't.

P: Were you ever in trouble with Mr. Doh'l
S: Youmc.:m, because he was

111}'

teacher?

P: Yes, did you ever get into trouble with him?
S: No, not really
P: Has he ever had to reprimand you in class, or kick you oul'l
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S: No.

P: You said earlier that he used to try and chase you and hug you. Did he still try to do this after the
camp?
S: I can't remember. I don't think so.
P: Okay, now I'd like you to try to remember what happened in July of 1994. Can you remember tlJC
date?
S: No, it was just some time in July. I mean ... I did remember, I just can't remember now.
P: That's right, you told us in your statement that it was on the Hith of July.
S: Yes.
P: And how old were you then?
S: I would ha,·c beenl4.
P: Alright. tell us what happened.

S: Well, I remember that I had been playing hockey, and our team won. That's how I remember it
was the 16th. cause we had a "bye" the week before. The game didn't finish 'lillate ... about 5.30 pm.
Mum usually picked me up from school after a game; she was usually waiting. After I got changed I
walked out nith some friends, and they were walking to the bus stop, so they left. Mum wasn 'I there,
so I wailt'd at the gate, and it started getting really dark, and I remember thinking that maybe Mum
forgot that I had a game. I was thinking about going to the office to ring her. but I waited for a little
bit more. until it started raining. Then I decided to go and ring. You sec, at night, they lake the
phone in from the tuck-shop area. so you have to go into the office to make calls. So anyway, I went
into the office ...
P: Wh:ll time was this, about?

S: I suppose it would have been around 6.00pm.
P; Alright. go on.

S: So. I went into the office nnd I couldn't sec anyone there. Usually the secretary was there, but she
must have gone.
P: When

~·ou

say usunlly, docs that mean that you oficn go into Ihe office after school- to know that

j
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the secretary is usually there'!
S: I don't go in often, but sometimes when you have to usc the phone after 4.00 you go in.
P: Alright. go on.
S: I saw Mr. Doh's light on, so J went in to ask him if I could ring Mum. When I knocked, he said to

come in, so I pushed the door open.
P: The door was already open- it wasn't closcd'l
S: It wasn't completely closed, it was just open a crack.
P: And was Mr. Doh silling or standing when you opened the door'l
S: He was silting at first, but then he got up and came around the other side of the desk.
P: Did you notice if there was anyone else around? Any t~chcrs or students'/
S: I couldn't sec anyone else.
P: So. there was no-one else there'!
S: Not that I know of.
P: Alright. go on with what you were saying- you had pushed the door open ...
S: Well, !told him that Mum hadn'ttumcd up, and I asked him if! could usc the phone.
P: Was that the first thing that was said w!Jcn you entered the room'/
S: No - he asked what I wanted. He was smpriscd to sec me.
P: What makes you think that he was surprised?
S: Well, he sort of looked up when I opened the door, and raised his eyebrows. That was when he got
up and came around the other side of the desk. He said "What do you

w~nt

Sarah?" That's wllenl

told him about Mum.
P: And what occurred then'/
S·. When I told !Jim wlmtlmd happened nnd asked him if I could usc the phone, he pointed to the
phone. and then he closed the door behind me. I went to pick up the phone. but he held the receiver
down. 'de slarted asking me questions about how school was going, und how things were at home.
Then he sor! of looked at me, like up and down, and asked me about the hockey game. You sec I had
my sports tunic on (pause... ). That's wljcJl he started to touch me. I moved back and then went for
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the door, but he grabbed my amt, and then he locked the door (head down).
P: When you say he started to touch you, what do you mean?

S: He started mbbing me on my top (a little angry). I started yelling at him to let me out, but he
pushed my head against the wall and covered my mouth. He was saying not to wony, that he wasn't
going to hurt me, but I was so scared, I was just CI)ing (pause). He still had my arm, and he twisted

it around my back, so that I couldn't move, and his body was pressed right up against mine. He told
me that ifl screamed he would really have to hurt me, and I was so scared. I couldn'tmove, and he
was hurting me. He took his hand away from my mouth and started touching me, and I just closed
my eyes. P: You closed your eyes'!
S: Yes. I just didn't want it to be happening.
P: When you say "touching" you this time, do you mean your chest again'?

S: No. This time he was rubbing down here (indicating groin).

P: Down here? Can you be more specific?
S; He was mbbing my vngina

P: And what happened then'!
S: He put his hand up under my dress and started to pull down my pants, (suddeuly louder, and a
liule angry) and that's when I tried to get out again, but he pushed me onto the noor.
P: Was Mr. Doh saying anything while this was going on?

S: He was just saying that I'd beller shut up or he'd re:11ly hurt me.
P: Okay, can you try to tell us what happened next?
S: I'm not sure whether he pulled them down.
P: Pulled what down'/
S: My p;mts. And then he put them under my pants.
P: Put what under your pants?

S: His hund .. his fingers.
P: Could you tell the court SJlecifically what he did?

S: (A little embarrassed) He pushed his fingers into my vagina and was ntovir:g them around and he
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just rubbed his hand on me and then- I can't say how long he did it for, I can't clearly remember
what happened, and he just rubbed my vagina with his hand.
P: When you say fingers, how many fingers did he put into your vagina?

S: I don't know, it just hurt, I could feel that it was more than one, but I don't know hl,)w many.
P: Can you tell us how you could feel !hat it was more than one?
S: I don't know... it's just that he pushed up really lwrd, and it really hurt, and there was more than
one moving around inside me (he:1d down).
P: Okay, ... Did you have your pants on or oiT'l

S: On. I think. I'm not sure.
P: So, did Mr. Doh have his hand inside your pants'/

S: He had his hand, ::md l1e was rubbing, and he had his fingers inside, and ..
P: And what did you do during this, if anything?

S: (Pause) I can't say really what happened, I just cried and lay there, and wanted it all to stop.
P: Okay. whnt else happened then?
S: What, when he w:ls rubbing me?

P: Afier that.
S: Then he pushed my dress up, and he sort of lnid on top of me and was just rubbing himself up and

down on me.
P: He was rubbing himself up and down?
S: Yes.
P: Can you tell us what you mean by this?

S: lie was holding my dress up and was pushing his thing up on me, and moving it up nnd down on
me.
P: What do )"Oumcan by his ·'thing"?
S: His penis
P: Where was he pushing his penis'?

S: UjJ against me ... against my vagina.
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P: Were your pants on then?
S: Yes. I remember that they were on then.
P: Did he have his clothes on or olfl
S: No. He had his pants on ... his clothes on.

P: What did his penis feellike'l
S: It was hard. (Embarrassed) I could feel it.
P: Go on then.

S: Well. then he just suddenly got up, like he remembered something, I don't know, and he unlocked
the door and told me to get out. He said I'd better not say anything, because no-onc would believe me
anyway. And aner that I just ran. I remember I was still crying, and it was really raining outside, but
I just ran.

P: Sarah. do you know what ejaculate means?
S: Yes.

P: Did

~lr.

Doh ejaculate while he was rubbing himself up and down on you?

S: I don't know. He had all his clothes on. I couldn'ttell.
P: Where did you go when you mn outside?

S: I ran to the bus stop, and I rang Mum.

P: Did she come to pick you up'/
S: Well. she was really :mgry at me, because she didn't know where I was. But she came and got me.
P: Did you tell her what had happened?

S: Well. I was going to, but she was so angry, :md I didn't know what to say, and I didn't know what
she would think .. I was just so scared.
P: So you didn't tell her right then because you didn't know what she would think, and you were very

frightened''
S: Yes_

P: Ok:!y. Thank you Sarah. Cnn you just slay there please'!
(to judge) Do think we should take a break here your Honour, and give thr: witness a rest?
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J: (to Sarah) Arc you alright to go on Sarah'/

S: Yes. I'm okay.
J: Alright we'll conlinue.

Defence comme11ces (.'rtJSS-e.:rmnillatimJ.
D: SaraiL you know that I have to ask you questions about these mauers'/
S: Yes.

D: That I am appearing on behalf of Mr. Doh'!

S: Yes.
D: Sarah. the alleged event occurred how many years ago?

S: Two years ago, in July.
D: Sarah. in your evidence earlier about the event that you said occurred in July, you said that )'OU
were pretty sure thai he- Mr. Doh, put his fingers in your vagina. You arc only prctt~· sure'!
S: No. I am certain.
D: You also said that you weren't sure whether you had your undcnYcar on or not?

S: No, I can't remember.
D: So ~·ou don't know that he :tdually put- you cannot remember whether he put his fingers in your

vagina?
S·. Yes. he did!
0: But he may have just rubbed them on the outside of your undemear?

S: No. I know that it wasn't just on the outside.
D: But you said just a minute ago that you can't even remember if you had your pants ou or not, so

how can you be so certain that he put his lingc;>rs in your vagina'/ He could have just mbbed them on
the outside. couldn't he?
S: No. I'm certain that he didn't. I know, because I could feel them inside me.

D: Sarah. I put it to you tlwt what you felt was Mr. Doh's hand on the outside of your pants.

S: No. I felt his lwnd inside me.
D: Sarah. I put il to )'Oil that that did not happen at :til.
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S: Why? What didn't happen?
D: That Mr. Doh dirJ not put his fingers in your vagina.
S: Yes he did!
D: Did you tell a:il.yhl)tiy of this afier it happened?

S:No.
D: Samh, earlier you slated that Mr. Doh lay on top of you, and rubbed himself up and down on you,

is that correct?
S: Yes.

D: What exactly happened at this point'!
S: He rubbed his penis against my vagina.
D: Did Mr. Doh have his clothes on'!

S: Yes.
D: All of them, including his pmJ!s'f

S: Yes.
D: Were his pants done up'/

S: Yes.
0: Did you have yonr clothes on?
S: Yes, but he pushed my tunic right up.

0: But did you have all your clothes on'!
S: Yes.
D: And, did you have your underwear on'!

S: I think so, I'm no! sure.
D: You're not sure, but you think so?

S: Yes.
D·. Mr. Doh did 1101 try to put his penis in your Yagina did he'?

S: If he pulled my under pants down- .. well, no.

D: That is all you cau say is it

not~

that you both had your clothes on, and Mr. Doh did not

tl)'

to put
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his penis in your vagina'!
S: I tltink that he thought about it.
D: But you don't know'!
(no answer from Sarah)
0: Did you tell anybody about that?

S: No.
D: How long aner that was it when you told somebody about that event?
S: Could've been months.
D: So it was quite a considerable time aficrwards'!
S: H could hare been weeks too.

D: So at the minimum it was weeks, and at the maximum it was months'?
D: Sarah, who was the person that you told about this crent?
S: Mum.
D: So you told your mother. Can you remember when that occurred?

S: Not the date. but it was around October.
D: Why did you tell your mother then?

S: Because I hadn't told anyone and I just needed to tell someoue.
0: You chose not to tell your mother about it when it happened?

S: Yes. because I didn't think an~ one would believe me. and I was really confused.

D: Not even your mother?
S: No.

D: Is there any reHson why you think your mother wouldn't believe you'!
S. Not really.

D: Ha\"c you ever lied to your mother?
S: No.

D: You mean to say you've never told your mother a lie. Not even a little fib?

S: Oh. small things. but nothing big.
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D: What sort or smallthiugs'l

S: Just like smoking, or drinking alcohol.
0; Did you tell your mother when you failed your English essay?

S: No (head bowed).
D; Why not?

S: Because I knew she'd be really :mgry.

0: She'd be angry because she expects a lot or you doesn't she?
S: Yes.
D: So it's pretty important to you that your Mum doesn't find out when you're not doing well~

especially if you're going to rail'!
S: Yes.
D: Did you tell your mother that Mr. Doh told you that you were likely to rail the English exam, if
you weren't careful?
S: No.
D: Coincidentally this exam was to be held on the 15th of October, wasn't il'l

S: Yes.
P: So. did you tell yom mother about the likelihood that you would fail this exam?
S: No.
0: Sarah, I put it to you that in October or 1994 you were afraid of having to tell your mothe1 that

you were

like!~·

to fail your e.xam, and yon were very angry that Mr. Doh was being so hard on you,

so you fabricated the allegation that he !'exually assaulted you.
S: That's not true.

D· I put it to you that the incidt:ntto which yon ha\'c been referring did not happen at all.
S. Yes it did

D: Sarah. what did your mother do when you told hcr'l
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S: She took me to the doctor.
D: And the doctor examined you'!

S: Yes.
D: How did Yl'll feel about your mother taking you to the doctor'!
S: I was pretty angl)'.
D: You were angry'! Why is that'/

S: Well, because it lutppcned so long ago, and there was nothing to ... well.! was just

angt)'. .. embarr.Issed I suppose.
D: Sarah. I put it to you that you were angry at your mother for tuking you to the doctor becausr: this

was somcthiug you had made up'l
S: No, I- it ,vasn't something I'd made up. I wouldn't go through all this if I Itad made it up.
D: Sarah. when you made your statement in October, 1994, you said, "I really don't remember much
about it ... I was really scared". Would that be a correct statement ofntaltcrs, that you did not
remember much about it?
S: It took a while for nil the dcUiils to come back. But that's onl}' because I didn't want to remember
them.
D: Sarah. I put it to you that in filet Mr. Doh never put his hand- his fingers in your vngina'l

S: Yes. he did.
D: That Mr. Doh never mbbcd his hand on }'Our vagimt'!

S: Yes, he did.

D: I put it to you that Mr. Doh did not lie on lop of you?
S: Yes. he did.

D: And that Ire did not aucmpt to pill his penis in your vagina'/
S: Yes,

}lC

did

D· Your Hononr. I h;J\'C no further cjucstions.
PnM"ecutimt

commence.~

re-e.xaminathm.

P: Now Sarah. there arc a couple of things that my lea rued friend has raised with you in cross-
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examination that I now wish to clarify. You indicated llmt wl1cn Mr. Doh sexually assaulled you in
his office. that you did not tell anyone of that. Why not?
S: I never told anyone.

P: About what had occurred'!

S: Yes.
P: Why didn't you'!
!",

Because I thought no one would believe me, and because he's a teacher, and they would believe

him al:.,.:,;,l: ~,:· ,,. ".And because I was scared.
P: Sc?.red - wh~~ do you mean by that?

S: Because in case he hurt me.
P: Upon what basis do you have that f.~ar?
S: I don't know, I was just scared that he would hurt me.

P: What I'm getting at though, is what was the basis of that fear that he might hurt you? Why did
you think that might occur?
S: Because he said he '"ould- he said he would really have to hurt me ifl said anything.
P: When did he say that?
S: When I was in his room, when he was hurting me.
P: So you took th<st to mean if you ever said anything'!

S: I suppose- it's just that he could if he wanted to whenever.
P: So the reason that you didn't say anything to your mother straight away is because you didn't
think she would believe you and you were scared that Mr. Doh would really hurt you if you did.
S: Yes.
P: Why, then wns it alright to tell your mother in October, three months later'!

S: I wasn· t going ltJ, but it just h;1ppened.
P: Wlwt happendl in October that made it alright to talk to your mother about this incident?
S: (embarrassed) Wcll. .. I got my first period and I told Mum, and we were talking about ... you know
boys and stu IT. and she was saying about getting pregnant, and I got really scared because I
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remembered what he did to me, and I thought I could bc... well, I knew, sort of, that I couldn 'I, bull
was scared about it, and I started crying, and that's when I told her.l know I couldn't be now, bull
was scared then. And that's when she took nte to the doctor, and I suppose that's why I was angrybecause I was emb;urasscd.

P: How old were you then'l
S: I was I4, nearly 15.

P: Okay, thanks Sarah. Thank you your Honour, I have no further questions. Might this witness be
excused?
J: Alright.
Willle.u

witlulraws- 1!.\'C.'Ilsell.

P: Sir, I would seck permission tlllhis stage to call a witness, Doctor Mary Teal.
1: Yes.

Dr. Teal sworn arul exam;,re,/.

P: Could )·ou tell the court your rullname, nddrcss and occupation?
Dr: My name is Mary Christina Teal. l reside at 16 Bellevue Drive, Jolimont. I am a registered
medical practitioner in the State or western Australia.
P: Thank you, Dr Teal. Now, on the lOth or October 1994, did you examine Sarah Forbs in relation
to an allegation or sexual assault'/
Dr: Yes. I did.
P: Could you tell the court what your examinations revealed? What did yon find'!

Dr: May I rerer to my mcdicalnotes'l Well the examination revealed a ruptured hymen, but on that
basis r wasn 'I able to either confirm or disconfirm that Sar.th had been sexually assaulted.

P: When you say that you \\'erett't able to emtfirm or disconfirm sexual assault, why is this so, if you
found the hymen ruptured?
Dr: Well. the hymen of the vagina is a very thin tissue that is very susceptible to breakage, through
vaginal penetration, or 11HI)'bc through other vigorous activity, such as horse riding, or gymnastics
and the like. So, you sec, even ira hymen is broken, it is not possible to determine the cause of the

,,

'
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tear.

P: But, penetration of the vagina with an object, say fmg~rs, would cause the hymen to tear, is that
so?

Dr: Yes. probably.
P: Thank you Dcctor.

Defence comme11ces crtM'.f-e.'l:alllillalitm.

D: Dr. Tc.1l. as I understand il, the evidence you have given is that your examination revealed that
Sarah's hymen was ruptured, buttlmt this may be consistent with activities other than vaginal
pcnctralion?
Dr: Yes. this may be the case.

D: So you arc not able to assist the court in any way in terms of the mailer aside from indicating to
the court that those physical signs identified by yourself may have been caused by, say. riding a

horse'?
Dr: Well. it is possible.

D: I haYc no further questions.
Prt~secutio11

c:omme,ce.\· re-examitwtitm,

P: Just one matter, Dr T.:al. In rclalion to physical signs of se:mal assault· can a mpturcd hymen be
consistent with digital penetration?
Dr: Yes. certainly.
P: Thank you, I have no furl her questions.
1: Thank )'Oil Dr Teal, you may stand down.

Witlft!SS witlulrmv.r- excu.w.'d.
Samantha Amw Forb.f ,nl'fml mill e.wmri11ctl.

P: Could you lell the court your full name, address mtd occupation'!
Sam: My name is S:nnmuha Amte Forbs. I live at 56 Frank Street Jolimont. I am a Dental

Tccl1nician.
P: Arc you the mo!hcr of Sarah Forbs'/
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Sam: Yes.

P: When was Sarah bom?
Sam: On the 12th of Junuary, 1980.

P: And who is Samh's father'?
Sam: John Lee Forbs.

P: What is your relationship with John Forbs'!
Sam: We were married, we arc now divorced.

P: When did you get married'!
Sam: In 1977.

P: And when did you sepamtc from him'!
Sam: In 1983.

P: And what is his relationship with Sarah like'/
Sam: l11ey get on alright

P: So. you'd say their relationship was okay'!
Sam: Sure.
P: And. whflt is Sarah's relationship with you like?

Sam: It's good. We're close.
P: Okay, now I'd like to refer you to the evening oft he 16th of July, 1994. Can you remember the
details of that evening?
Sam: I think so.
P: Now would you recount the details of that evening, as best you remember them?
Sam: Well. il was a Friday evening, I remember because I went and did the shopping aficr work. I
remember th:1t it was raining. and I didn'l get home until about6.15 or 6.30. I was really surprised
when I got home because Samh w<tsn't there, and she was supposed to have fed the neighbour's catthey were ;JW;ly. and we were looking ancr Megs for them. Anyway, J remember being really
annoyed with Sarah, and then she rang and wanted me to pick her up.
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P: Where did she want you to pick her up from?
Sam: The bus stop near school-that's where the phone box is.
P: Was that usually where you picked her up from?
Sam: No. I usually got her from school, but often, if she had to ring me, that's where I got her front.
P: So she rang and asked you to pick her up from the bus stop? Did she sound any different?

D: Objection.

Lc~ding

the witness.

J: Sustained.
P: How did Sarah sound over the phor.e'l

Sam: Well, I don't really recall. I was prcuy worked up because she wasn't home. I didn't notice I
suppose.
P: Alright. what happened then?

Sam: Well, I went and got her, and I remember she looked really wet and miserable, but I thought
she had just been standing in the rain and that she was feeling sorry for not being home- she knew I
was angry with her, because I gave her a talk
P: Did she say

an~·thing

:~bout

responsibilities.

to you about why she wasn't home?

Sam: No, I don't suppose I gave her a chance.
P: Okay. now I'd like to draw your auention to the afternoon oft he lOth of October, 1994. Do you

recall the events that occurred on that day'f
Sam: Yes. I think so.
P: Okay, now I'd like you to try to remember what happened on that day, and tell the court.
Sam: WelL I think it was a Saturday, because I was in the garden doing the compost. I remember
Sawh cmne outside and sat down watching me for" while and then she said: "Mum I just got my
period". Well we'd !<liked about this sort of thing before so we sat and chatted. and I was sa)'illg
about boyfriends. and getting involved with people .... and then I said that now she had to be careful
about gctti11g pregnan!, )'Oil know ... if she's scxuully involved, and she just broke down.
P: What did Sar..th say 'vhen she broke down?
Sant: Well, she started saying that what if she was pregnant wlt:ll if he got her pregnant, and I didn't
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know what she was talking about, and I was telling her to calm down and slow down and tell me
what she was talking about, and she just kept crying and saying he hurt her, he hurt her .
P: Okay, Mrs. Forbs. Could you try to tell the court what happened then?

Sam: Well. I got her to calm down a lillie and I said to start from the beginning, and that's when she
told me that her teacher had locked her in his room and had ... touched her.
D: Objection.

Speculation~

it requires the wilncss to explain something she does not have first~hand

knowledge of.

P: Your honour this is evidence of first complaint. I think it is very relevunt to the case, to determine
what the victim said to her mother in terms of explaining what happened to her.
J: Objection OI'Cr-mled.
P: Sorry Mrs. Forbs. So, can you explain to the court what Sumh described him as doing to her,
touching her? Sorry, first of all, can we clarify- by "him", who arc you referring to?
Sam: Mr. Doh.
P: Okay, and what do you mean by "touching" her?
Sam: WelL Sarah said that he closed the door and fondled her breasts.
P: Under or over her clothes?
Sam: I think at this stage she said it was over her clothes.
P: Go

011.

Sam: Then she said l1e ... re;!cllcd under l1er dress, and pulled down her pants ...... and put his fingers
into her vaginn.
P: He put his fingers into her vagina while she was standing'/
Sam: Yes. and then he pushed ... no, wail... I' ill confused .. .I think he did that after he h;1d pushed her
onto the floor.
P: So i1 W<!s aficr he had pushed her onto the floor that Sarah alleges he put his fingers into her
l'agina.

Sam: Yes
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P: And not while she was standing?
Sam: I don't think so.

P: You don't think it was while Sarah was standing?
Sam: No.
P: Okay- what did Sarah say happened next'/

Sam: She said he got on top of her and was rubbing his penis all up and down her, and on her
vagina.
P: What position did Sarah say she was in at this st:1ge'l

Sam: He had pushed her onto the floor.
P: Did Sarah say whether she had her clothes on or ofT/

Sam: I think he had pulled down her pants.
P: You think or you remember S:uah saying?

Sam: Oh. I remember Samh saying.
P: And did Sarah mention whether Mr. Doh had his clothes on or off!

Sam: He had his clothes on ... according to Sarah.
P: And what happened then?

Sam: Sarah said that he just got up and told her to go, and that's when she went to the phone box
:md rang me.
P: Did Sarah happen to mention whether Mr. Doh had said anything to her while this was going on?
Sam: She said that he threatened her- that he would hurt her if she yelled.
P: Alrightth.:n Mrs. Forbs, what did you do after Sarah had told you what Mr. Doh had done?

Sam: Well. I took her to the doctor's.
P: Why did you do that'/
Sam: Because Sarah was worried about being pregn:utl, and although she said that he did not put his

penis imide her vagina. I wanted lobe certain. I also wanted to be able to reassure Sarah. She was
so confused and upset, so I thought i! would be a good idea to go to the doctor's.
P: Which doclor did you lake Samh to?
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Sam: It was Dr. Teal. She'sjust arow1d the corner, and she knows Sarah.
P: How \Vas Sarah about going to the doctor?
D: Objection. Requires speculation.
J: ~ustaincd.

P: The court heard from Sarah earlier that she was angry at having to go to the doctor's.
Sam: I guess she was a lillie cmbarmsscd.
P: What about'!

Sam: Well. she's never had to talk about these things, or have a physical examination before.
P: Thank you Mrs. Forbs.
IJefellce

commence.~:

cro.u-e:raminatim1.

D: Before you got divorced from your husband, what did you do?

Sam: I was studying part-time, and looking aflcr Sar~h.
D: And, afler you got divorced, c!id you continue studying?

Sam: No. I needed to work, so I stopped.
D: Was that disappointing for you -having to give up study?

Sam: I suppose so, bull knew that's what I'd have to do.
D: So studying is something that's pretly important to you'l

Sam: Yes.

D: So, you'd be pretty keen for Sarah to do well .... get into uni.. .. get a good job?
Sam: Sure. I'd like for her to do well, lillY motiLcr would.

D: Would you say you put a lot of pressure on Sarah to do well at school?
Sam: A bit. not too

IIlllCh

D: Not too much? Do you think Sarah would agree with that'!

Smn I don"t know
D: Well, do you think that Sarah tries really lmd to please you, with her study'!
Sam· Yc!;, lthiuk she probably docs.
D: So. you agree that it's very important to Sarah what you think of her- J mean it's really important
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for Sarah for you to be pleased with her?
Sam: I guess so.

0: So impor1ant that she would lie to you if she wasn't doing well?
Sam: No. Sarah doesn't lie.
0: You

sar Sarah doesn't lie?

Sam: No
D: To your knowledge, has she ever lied to you'!

Sam: Only about not smoking- thal's all.
D: So, did you know that Sarah was probably going to fail her English exam?

Sam: No.
D: And, did you know that Sarah had already failed her English essay?
Sam: No.
D: So, 1 guess that you can't really say that Sarah never lied to you- can you'/
Sam:

(shakin~

head)

D: Can you speak up please?
Sam: No.
D: Mrs. Forbs- is it usual for Sarah to come ho111e after dark, after 6.00 pill without telling you

know?
Sam: No.
D: So, why is it that on the night of the 16th of July, when you alleged to have arrived home ttftcr
6.00pm, and found Sarah not to be home, you were angry rather than worried'!
Sam: Well. I was worried more than angry.
D: But you said just a moment ago Hmt you were angry when you got home and realised that Sarah
had not fed the neighbour's cal. Is that not so?
Sam: Yes ... I
D: And

further~

you daimthat even when you picked Sarah up from the bus stop, at wlmtmust have

been at lc:.Jst 6.30 pm, you were still not worried, you were angry. In fact, you "gave ho::r a talking to
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about responsibility". Did you nol'l

Sam: L.
D: Did you not?
Sam: Yes, but..
0: And how old was Sarah, at this time?
Sam: She was 14.
D: She was only 14, and yet your first reactiou was one of anger rather tlmn concern?
(no response)
D: Had this sort of thing happened before'?
Sam: Her not being home?
D: Yes. had Sarah not come home until after G.OO pm before?
Sam: Yes, sometimes she went to a friend's house aHer school.
D: So. in n1ct, Sarah oftcu did not have to account for where she had been after school?
Sam· If you mCan. did I have to know everywhere she Itad been all the time ~ no. I tn1st her.
0: So. her ringing you up from the bus stop after G.OO pm at night was renlly nothing new to you?
Sam: It didn't happen all the time
D: But it lwppened sometimes'!
Sam: Yes.
D: So on the night tllat Sarah alleges that Mr. Doh locked her in his room and sexually assaulted her,
she could have in fact b'·cn anywhere else, ;md you would not know~ it would not be unusual?
Sam: It would! Sarah doesn't lie- she wouldn't make something like this up, she just wouldn't.
D: But we've already established that Sarah docs lie to you~ so she could have been lying on this
occasion too, couldn 'I she?
Sam: t\'o. she wouldn't, she just wouldn't.
D: '{ ou dQil 't really know what Sarah is capable of lying about do you Mrs. Forbs?
San1: Site just wouldu 't.
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0: No fm1hcr queslions your honour
Prmoecutitm L'llmnletlce,v re-examit~atioll.

P: Mrs. Forbs, just a couple more questions. You've said that you have high expectations of Sarah,
in tenus of study, do you think these expectations arc unreasonably high'!
Sam: No, not at all.

P: Do you think that Sarah would think tltcy're too high'?
Sam: No, she knows I like her to do well, but that's not the only thiug that matters to me, she knows
that.
P: So, dn you think that the fear of your finding out that she f3ilcd would be enough to motivate her

to make something like this up'!
D: Objcctiol'!
J: Sustained.

P: I have no further questions.
J: Thank you Mrs Forbs, you may st~nrl down.
H'itne,.,_,.

wirl~tlraJI'/1

- excu,fed.

D: Your i'lonour, I propose opening the case and calling Mr. Douglas Doh.

J: Is hi.! going to be giviug evidence on oath?

D: Yes., he will be giving evidence on oath.
Douglas Jl'ifliam lJnh sworn ami e.mmi11et/.

D: Please state your full ncmc, address and occupation to the court.
Doh: My na111c is Douglas William Doh, and I live at 34 Attril Crescent Blackwood. I am a teacher.
D: Arc yo11 currcully employed wilh the Minislf}' of Education'!
[10h

D:

Yes. but I am not currently lcachil'.g in a classwom

Wlu.:~ ...

were you last <:l!lploycd as a classroom tc;u.:Jw· ··

Dol1: At Jo!il ..'•~nt High School.
D: Addrcs5'l
Doh: I')

Sethourn~

Stl'ccl Jolimnont.
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D: How long had you been employed at that school?
Doh: Since 1991.

0: Ha,·c you ever had any complaints made agaiust you?
Doh: Not until now.
D: Do you know a person by the name of Sarah Forbs'!
Doh: Yes.
D: And what is your relationship to Sarah Forbs'!
Doh: She

w:~s

one of my students.

D: What was the first year that you had her :1s one of your students?
Doh: I think H w:1s 1993, I was her form master.
D: Did y~m have a lot to do with her as a student, more than any other student ?
Doh: No. not really.
D: Was Samh a good student -did she get good grades?
Doh: Yes. she is bright.
D: Have her gmdes been consistent over the three years that you've been teaching her'1
Doh: She's linding things a lot harder now.
D:"Now''?
Doh: In tile higher grades.
D: Have you ever met Sarah's mother?

Doh: Yes.
D: On how many occnsions'l
Doh: AOOutlivc or si:\.
D. Under \\kit circumstauccs?
Doll: Wei!. cn~ry )'(.:ar we have parcnt·l('acher interviews, I've spoken wi1h her then- nnd a couple of
times she's cornr.. iLL In speak to me about Sarah's progress.
D: I low would you dr:scri!Jc Mrs. Forbs' at!i1Udc to Sarah's performance- acadcmicall)·'!
Doh· She's very anxious lOr Sarah to do wcli.

,,'

'"

"

/'
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D: More so than other parents?
Doh: Yes. I'd say so.
D: How would you say Sarah reacted to this?
Doh: Well. she tries very hard. She worries about bad gmdcs.
D: What makes you think this?
Doh: She's cried a couple of times when she hasn't done well, and she worries about what her
mother will think.
D: Is she justified in being we tried?
Doh: Well. I don't know, but the couple of times Mrs. Forbs has been in to sec me. other than parent·
teacher inten•iews, have !dated to Sarah getting bad nmks on essays. So I guess Sarah isjustilied in
being worried.
D: Is this kind of motherly concern commm1?
Doh: H's not conunon, but it's not unheard of.

0: Do you tutor students privately if they need help?

Doh: Sure.
D: Have you ever tutored Sarah Forbs?

Doh: Yes. at one stage her mother wanted her to receive SOlLie help, but that was only for a few
weeks.
D: When was this?

Doh: At the end of 1993 And again mid 199.J.
D: "Mid"? When?

Doh: Around June.

o· When

~·ou

tutor students, is this during or after school hours?

Dolt: Usually during, but ifthcrc's a few, I do it afier school.
D: And, where do you tutor the students'1

Doh: Usually in the libnll)', or in my office.
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D: At what time did you tutor Sarah in 1993?
Doh: It's hard to remember, but I think that W<IS after school- at exam time there arc usually a lot of
students who want help.
D: And in June of 1994'!

Doh: Again after school.
D: And where would you have tutored Sarah?
Doh: After school it's usually in

m~

office.

0: So you tutored Sarah in your office after school hours at the end of 1993 and in June of 1994?

Doh: Yes, I think that's accurate.
0: Were there c\'er any allegations or complaints about that?

P: Objection
J: Sustained.
0: t-.·fr. Doh, part of your duty as Form M:.ster is to accompany students and other teachers on school

camps. is that corrccl't
Doh: Yes.
D: Did you ever accompany Sarah Forbs on a school camp?
Doh: Yes.
0: Was this an ovcruight camp?

Doh: Yes_
D: Where was it to?

Doh: I think that was in 1994, so it would have been to Eppally, on the horse riding camp.
D: How many teachers accompany studcuts on these camps'!
Doh· It depends on how many students go, but it's usually just the Form Masters and maybe a couple
orP_E_ teachers_

D: I low arc tl1c activities arranged, itt terms or supcn•ising the riding, say?
Doh: Ontlu:: riding c:uup there's the lady who owns the ranch, and she always takes the kids riding,
with the P.E. te:tchers, and any others that par!icularly want to ride.

•
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D: Do )'OU ride horses Mr. Doh'l
Doh: No. I 'vc never enjoyed horse riding.
D: So. when you go on these camps you don 'I go riding?

Doh: No.
D: What do you do while everyone else is riding'!
Doh: Well. if there's another teacher who isn't riding, I talk wilh them, or if I'm the only one, I just
read a book or something, that's if there's nothing tlmt needs to be organised for the evening.
D: Would there ever be occasion for you to be in the students' rooms during the day, whlle they arc
riding?

Doh: No.
D: What about if a student comes back from riding?

Doh: It would depend on why- if they've hurt themselves then they would be accompanied by
another teacher back to the bunk house, or to the first aid room, or if it's a disciplinary thing,
likewise. tlley'd be accompanied by nnother teacher back from the paddock. but if it's something
minor. like they're just geHing something, then they would get it and go back

D: Do you recall any instance in which you were in the bunk-house with a student on the !994
camp?

Doh: Alone? No.
D: You're ccrtnin?
Doh: Yes. I think so.

D: Okay then. on the evening of the IGth of July, l9lJ4, can you recall what you were doing between
5.W and (dO prn?
Doll: Y;:s- I was iumy office marking essays.
IJ: You were in your office the whole time'/

Doh Except maybe to go to the kitchen and nwkc a coffee.
D. Do you recall sceiug anyone during that time?
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Doh: Only Sarah.
D: You saw Sarah?
Doh: Ycs. She walked duwn the corridor and out the front door of the office building.
D: At approximately what lime was this?
Doh: Around 5.30- 6'ish.
D: Was this unusual -for students to be walking around at that hour, and in the office building?
Doh: Around the building -no, that's where the phone is kept aficr 4.00. But, nc.:'lr 6.00, I suppose
so. but I knew there was a hockey game on, so again! wasn'ttoo surprised.
D: How did you know there was a hockey game on?
Doh: I just knew, it's a small school, you know what's happening. And I heard the mini-bus come
back anyo,<ty.
D: Did you sec anyone else apart from Snrah'!
Doh: No.

D: Did Samh stty anything to you as she walked past?
Doh: Actually I said something tu her· I commented that] didn't have her essay.

D: What did Sarah do when you said that?
Doh: She paused in the doorway, :md said something likc"sorry Mr.D, I'll hand it to you tomorrow".
D: What happened then'!
Doh: I heard the front doer dose, and I got back to 'YOrk.

D: Did you sec anyunc else that night'!

Doh Ap;ut from Sarah'/ No.

D. Did you sec Sarah again that night?
Doh: Ycs. she came back in abom 15 minutes later, ami usked if she could usc my phone. The
students usually us~~ the phone in the main ollice, but I noticed that the lights had been turned off, so
I thought il would be okay for l.1cr to usc mine. She tried to ring home, butno-onc rmswcrcd.

IJ: What happened then?
Doh: I mentioned her cs~ay <lgain, and how her standard had slipped, but she just apologised and
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walked out.
D: Was that the last you saw of Sarah on the night of the 16th of July, 1994.
Doh: Yes.
D: Did you say anything more to Sarah on that night?

Doh: No.
D: Have you heard the charge against you'l

Doh: Yes.
D: The charge is that on the lGth of July inl994, yon sexually assaulted Sarah Forbs, by inserting
your fingers into her vagina. Did you do that'/
Doh: No, I did not.

D: Did you ever do that to Sarah?
Doh: Never.
D: It has been alleged that you said to Sarah about this matter that if she said :my!hing no·OIIe would
believe her. and you would have to really hurt her. Did you say that?
Doh: No. l did not.

D: Did you threaten Snmh at all, that if she snid anything, that you would hurt her'l
Doh: No.

D: Your Honour, I have no further questions.
PrtJ!IeCIItioll 1.'(11/ftiiCIICe.~ CTII.f.\'-1!..\'Ufllillatiml,

P: Mr. Doh at what school were you employed prior to 1991'/
Doh: Gcmbrow Girls' School.

r: Why did you leave'/
Doh· Bcc;wsc I needed a change of jobs.
P: How loug were you employed at Gcmbrow Girls' School?
Doh: For 12 months.
P: And already you needed a change?

Doh: Yes.

_.:...:.._.
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P: Is it not true Mr. Doh, that you left Gcmbrow Girls' School, because there were seggcstious that
you had acted indecently with a student'!
D: Objection your Honour!
J: Sustained.
P: Arc JOU aware of your reputation :11 Jolimont High?

Doh: What arc you referring to'/
P: I'm referring to your reputation as a, and I quote "sleaze". Arc you aw:nc of this rcput:ltion?

Doh: I've heard it before, but you know what you11g kids arc like, they always give their teachers
nick·namcs, there's no substance to that.
P: Why do you think the students call you t!wt'/
D: Objection .. requires the witness to speculate.

J: Sustained.
P: You testified earlier that you go away with students on school camps?

Doh: Yes.
P: You also mentioned that you went on

1111

over-night ilo1se riding camp with Sarah Forbs in 19\14'/

Doh: Yes.
P: Further. you testified that out hat camp you did not go into thr hunk-house with nny student

alone'!
Doh: TI1at 's right.
P: Not even into the boys' bunk-house'/
Doh: Not thnl I can recall.
P: Do you remember seeing Sarah Forbs go into her bunk·l10use on one afternoon, whilst on that
cmnp?
Doh: No.

P: Do youlla\'C auy rcco!Jcction of her uccding to replace a shoelace, and you ;tssisting?
Doh: No_

P: I put it to ·ou that you saw S:mth go into the bunk·lwusc, and you followed her in.
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Doh: No, that didn't happen.
P: I further put it to you that whilst helping her lace up her shoe, you rubbed your lmnd up the inside
ofhcr thigh?
Doh: That's j;_:st not true at all!
D: Objection your Honour, do }'OU think tlmt the prosecution could stick to the charges being dealt
with without making uns1.1bstantiated allegations?
J: Sustained ... counsellor, you know the mlcs.

P: Mr. Doh, did you ollcn work b:lck late at school in 1994?

Doh: Yes.
P: Yes. in fhct you oflen saw Sarah late after class, iS!l'tthtt! so?

Doh: Sometimes, for tutoring.

P: Actually. it wasn 'I unusual for Samh to be back late in your office, was it'l
Doh: It didn't happen that ofteu, only sometimes.
P: About how oflen would you say?
Dolr. I don't know... about once a week.
P: On aYemgc, how many nights a week would you work as late as 6.30, in 1994?
Doh: When I'm seeing a student. or when J'm doing my work?
P: Both.

Doh: Ma)·be J or 4.
P: And would this 3 or 4 USllally include a Friday night?

Doh: It Yarics.

P: But just say .. on average, how many Fridays per month would you spend wm1cing lute at school?
Doh: Maybe three.
P: It'd be a prctly quic111ight ~ ou a Friday. I imagine.

Doh. I suppmc so.
P: More so tha/1 any olhcr night of the week'/
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Doh: I guess so.
P: In fact., was there anyone else who would stay back on a regular basis on a Friday night?
Doh: Probably.
P: Can you think of anyone'!
Doh: Not ommnd.
P: But if there was someone who stayed bac:, late on a Friday on a regular basis. you'd probably
know about it?
Doh: Not necessarily~
P: You ga\'c evidence earlier that it is a small school and not much goes on withal!! people knowing.
Is that so?
Doh: Yes.
P: And how many teachers arc there on stafTat Jolimonl High?
Doh: t-.1aybe 18 or 20.
P: And do you all share the same stan· room ;Jrca'l
Doh: Yes. but everyone has their own office.
P: But it is pi"etty likely that you would know if some one else was working back late'!

Doh: Yes.
P: Especially on a regular basis?
Dol.: I suppose so.
P: So on the night of the 16th of July, 1994, you knew that there was no-011e else around. didn'tyou?

Doh: I don't really remember. I don't remember anyone being there.
P: So you remember thnt there was no-OJIC else there. Do you also remember whether it was common
for students to usc the office phone late on a Friday night'!
Doh: Students used the phone whenever.
P: Do you remember ever having seen San1h usc the phone before'/
Doh. I don't remember spccific;•lfy, but I'm sure she did
P: Have you ever let a student usc the phone in your office before?

I
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Doh: I don't recall. H's not something that happens oficn.
P: I'm not asking if it happens often, I'masking ifil happens at all'/

Doh: I don't rcmembcr... probably.
P: So you can't recall ever having Jet a student usc your phone in your office before?
Doh: Not specifically, but I'm sure il huppcncd.
P: But you can 'I remember any time?
Doh: No.
P: I put it to you Mr. Doh, that you were working back late on the evening of the 16th of July 1994,

and you were aware that there \Yas

no-OJIC else

around. I further suggest to }"OU that wtwn Sarah

Forbs clime and a!1:cd to usc your phone, you closed the door behind her.
Doh: No, thnt"s not tmc.

P: I put it to you that aflcr you dosed the door behind her, you asked her a few questions, and then
you began to fondle her breasts?
Doh: No. I did not

P: I put it to you that you then brutally restrained Sarah, while you rubbed her vagina with your
lwud. and that you then thn:w her onto the floor where you then

digit<JII~·

penetrated her vagina?

Doh: That's not tme .. .l did not do any of that

P: I further put it to you that you then lay on top of Sarah, and mbbed your erect penis up and down
on her body. specifically in her v:1ginal region'/
Doh: No (shaking head).

P· No further questions your Honour.
Defence emttmeftce,\' re-e.xamiuatimt.
D: I'd like to just vco· briefly clarify- you testified that you often saw Samh for tutoring after school,
is that right?

Doh: Yes.
D: In fac!. my le:nned fncnd used the words" not unusuul for Sarah to be in your office after
school". which you more or less 11grced to?

I
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Doh: Yes.
D: You also tcslificd that you saw many students for tutoring afier school, not just Sarah, is that so?

Doh: Yc.....
0: Would you say that it would be "not unusual" for many of these students to be in your office after
school?
Doh: Yes. ccnainly that would be so.

D: So, it wasn't exclusively Sarah Forbs who you saw for tutoring after school on a regular basis'!
Doh: No.

D: And you testified cmlicr that none of these other students have ever lodged any complaints
against you'!
Doh: No.

D: And it wouldn't be unreasonable for a teacher to let a student usc an office phouc, if the gcncml
office was locked or in darkness?
Doh: No.
D: In fact. it would probably be considered unreasonable if the teacher didn'tlct the student use the
phone?
Doh: Probably.
D: And you still maintain that the allegations made against you by Sarah Forbs <trc untmc?
Doh: Yes, absolutely.
D: I have uo further que!:lions, the witness can be excused.

J: Mr Doh, s!and down thank you.

H'itm:ss H'ithdrtiJI!/1 tmtl excused.
/)efenc:e Cmm.\·cl da:'iiug addren·:

Mctnbcrs of lh~ jury, yotl 've heard the evidence. It is not clear from the evidence of Dr. Teal whether

any vagiual pcnetratiou nas occurred, owd there arc no physicotl signs of assault. You have heard that
there was clear motivation for Sarah to fabricate the story, in that she was vel}· fearful of her mother

finding out that she W<JS likely to /hi! English, and there wtts no evidence other than Sarah's own
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statement. You have heard Mr. Doh deny that he had any sexual contact with Sarah, and his
evidence was not shaken at all by cross-examination. So, in fact, what the case boils down to is a case
of Sarah's word versus that of Mr Doh. In all the circumstances, I submit that there is insufficient
reason for yon to find Mr. Doh guilty of this olTence.
PrtJ,\'ecutitm cla.1·ing mltlress:

Members of the jury, the accused stands charged of the crime of the sexual assault of a young person,
in this case, Sarah Furbs. You need only be satisfied that this assault occurred, that sexual contact
was involved in t.'1e assaull, that the accused is responsible, and that Sllrah was under the age of
sixteen. So. there arc three clements: that the accused assaulted Sarah, that the assault was of a
sexual nature. and at the time of the assault Sarah was under the age of sixteen. You have heard the
uncontradicted evidence of Dr. Teal, that the hymen was broken, suggesting vaginal penetration.
There is also no question that Sarah was under sixteen years of :1gc at the tin1c of tile incident. The
only question therefore is whether the :1ccused sexually assaulted Sarah. The defence have been able
to point to no convincing motive for Sarah fabricating such a story. Nor has auy mot ire for her
mother fabricating such a story been suggested. Therefore it is clearly open to you to lind the
accused guilty of thr. charge against him.
Jutlge's Su:m11ing Up

J: Very shortly. ladies and gentlemen, you will be retiring to consider }'ot!r verdict in the trial at
which Douglas Doh is presented on a count of sexual penetration. Specifically, it is alleged that at
Jolimont in the State of Western Australia on 16th July 1994, the accused man sexually penetrated a
person named Sarah Forbs, by inserting his finger in her vagina. It is your function to find that the
facts prove beyond reasonable doubt that the accused is t•uilty of this offence. The ta!,k whld1

}'OU

will be required to perform is, as you will undoubtedly appreciate, one oft he most important which
you arc likely to be required to undertake as members of this coummnity. My function :1s the trial
Judge is, first and foremost. to ensure that this is a fair trial and that it is conducted in accordance
with the rnlcs of evidence and procedure. Your function is to consider the evidence and to dcdde
what facts y<lu can properly find. As members of the jUI}' you arc judges of the facts. Some of the
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evidence before you today has been presented on closed circuit television. You arc reminded that this
is a routine practice of the court and you arc not to draw any inferences about the guilt or innocence
of the accused based on the use oft! tis equipment. Laclies and gentlemen, thank you. Please retire to
consider your verdict.
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Appendix B

Judge's Instructions and Summing Up for
Pre-Recorded Videotaped Evidence
Jrulge 's lnstmctiotts

J: Lndics and gentlemen of the jury, you will be viewing the evidence of the first witncs:> on the TV
monitor set up in front of you. Can you all sec it clearly? Although this evidence will appear to be a
live recording, the child is not present in the courtroom today. This evidence has been pre-recorded
atnn earlier date in this courtroom in order to protect the child fromnny unnecessary stress. You arc
to treat this evidence in the same way as nny other evidence

)"Ou

will hear today. This is a routine

practice of the court and you arc 1.oot to ~!raw any inferences about the guilt or innocence of the
accused based on the usc of this equipment.

Jru/ge's Summittg Up

J; Very shortly, ladies and gentlemen,

)"Oil

will be retiring to consider your verdict in the trial at

which Dougl:1s Doh is presented on a count of sexual penetration. Specifically, it is alleged that at
Jolimont in the Stute of Western Australia

011

I 6th July 1994, the accused

n1an

sexually penetrated a

person named Sarah Forbs, by inserting his finger in her vagina. It is your function to find that the
facts prove beyond reasonable doubt that the

~Kcused

is guilty of this oiTencc. The task which you

will be required to perform is, as you will undoubtedly appreciate, one of tl1e most important which
you arc likely to be required to undertake as mei\lbcrs of this community. My function as the trial
Judge is, first aJld foremost, to ensure that this is a fo1ir trial and that it is cm1ducted in accordance
with the rules of evidence and procedure. Your function is to consider the evidence :md to decide
wlwt facts you can properly find. As members of the jul)' you arc judges of the facts. Sermc or Ute
evidence before you today has been pre-recorded at an earlier date. You arc reminded that this is a
routine pr.tclicc of the courl and you arc not to draw any inferences about the guilt or innocence of
the :1ccuscd

bn~ed

on the usc of this equipment. Ladies and gentlemen, thank you. Please retire to

consider your verdict.
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Appendix C
Explanatory Statement of Research
This study is being conducted as part of an Honours degree at Edith Cowan
University. The purpose of the study is to investigate child witnesses' evidence,
videotechnology and how this impacts on jurors. I am grateful for your assistance.
As a participant in this study, you are required to either view a videotape of a
trial or read a transcript of a trial involving sexual assault against a child under the age
of 18. It is expected that the trial will take about one hour to view or read. After
vievving the videotape of the trial or reading the trial transcript, you will be asked to
complete a questionnaire which will take about 30 minutes. Once the questionnaire
has been completed, there will be a debriefing.
Your participation is entirely voluntary. If you agree to participate, you are free
to withdraw that participation at any stage of the research. You will not be asked for
your name in the questionnaire nor will you be identified in anything written in or said
about the study. AltY information you give will remain strictly confidential. Anyone
that has either been involved in sexual assault or feels uncomfortable with the content
material is free to withdraw their participation.
It is anticipated the information obtained from this research will contribute to the
body of knowledge regarding children's evidence and how this impacts on juries. The
videotape and transcript of the trial have been editeJ where jury selection, any legal
argument and the swearing in of witnesses have been deleted for sake of brevity.
Should you wish to tlnd out about the resu!ts of the study, please feel free to
write or contact me requesting a summary through the Psychology Department, 400
5551.

Should you have any queries regarding this project, please feel free to contact
me, or my university supervisor, Professor Don Thomson, in the Psychology
Department. You are required to sign a const.!nt form ensuring you have been made
aware of the research. Arc there any questions?

Josie Hubble
Honours Candidate
Department of Psychology
Edith Cowan University
400 5551

Professor Don Thomson
Supervisor
Department of Psychology
Edith Cowan University
400 5626
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Appendix D
Consent Form

•

Study:

Child Witness Evidence and Videotechnology

Researcher:

Josie Hubble, Honours Candidate,
Psychology Departm~nt,
Edith Cowan University

I have been informed that the research, which is being conducted by Josie Hubble, is
inYestigating child witnesses' evidence, vidcotcchnology and how this impacts on jurors.

•

I am required to either view a videotape of a trial or read a tmnscript of a trial and then colllplcte

a questionnaire which will take r~bout an hour and a half in total.
•

I ha\'e been informed that the confidentiality of the information I provide will be ensured and

that I will not be identified in anything written in or said about the study.
•

I have been informed that I am free to withdraw from the prq[ect at any time.

•

A summary of the results of the study will be made available to me upon request.

•

Any questions or queries I have of the research muy be directed to the researcher or the
researcher's supervisor.

•

Any concerns reg<1rding this research may be directed to tile researcher or the researcher's
supervisor.

•

1l1e project is for the purpose of research aud information obtained from this resenreh wili
contribute to the body of knowledge regarding children's evidence and how tl1is impacts on
juries.

•

I consent to participate in the study, the particulars of which have been

c~plaincd

Par1icipant

Date

Researcher

Date

to me.

i!

/I

/
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Appendix E
Questionnaire~

Child Witness Evidence and Videotechnology

Please state:
•

Youruge

•

Sex

Mule I Female

Please circle your answer:
•

Please indicate whether you find the defendant

•

What is the basis of your decision? What evidence was critical?

(Continue on the back of the page ifncccssal)')

Guilty I Not Guilty

"·,.
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Please circle your answers:

•

How credible did you find the child witness's (Sarah Forbs) evidence?

5

4

3

2

very credible

•

not at nil credible

Ho\1' credible did you fi''nd the expert witness's (Doctor Mal)' Teal) evidence?
'

"'
"

5

41',

3

2

very credible

•

not at all credible

How credible did you find the mother's (Samantha Forbs) evidence'!

5

3

2

vel)· credible

•

not at all credible

How credible did you fi.nd the defendant's (Douglas Doh) evidence?

5
vel)' credible

3

2

not at nil credible
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•

'··.

'

'

•.-_, ,•,,· • ·' ·-· :-' -c -,,-,'-.• -

Recall all the infommlion you can remember of the child's (Sarah Forbs) evidence
(Continue on the back of the page if necessary)
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•

Recall all the information you can remember of the expert witness's (Doctor Mal)' Teal)
evidence
(Continue on the back of the page if neccssal)')
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•

Recall all the information you can remember of the mother's (Samantha Forbs) evidence
(Continue on the back of the page if necessary)
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•

Recall alithe information you can remember of the defendant's (Douglas Doh) evidence
(Continue on the back of the page if necessary)
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Appendix F

Debriefing

•

The researcher sincerely thanks subjects for taking part in the: study and reiterates
subjec-.ts' participation and involvement is much appreciated

•

Subjects in the videotape condition are advised all actors have played the roles in
the videotaped trial and that all actors arc over the age of 18 including the actor
who played the part of the child witness

•

The videotaped trial and the trial transcript are simulated sexual assault trials
(filming of the videotaped trial was conducted in the District Court of WA with
permission)

•

Results on request will be available from !he researcher upon completion of the
research

•

Anyone feeling uncomfortable or distress with the content material is able to
contact the university student counsellor

•

Subjects are asked to refrain from discussing the research as testing is in progress
for the next few weeks

•

The researcher wishes participants good luck with their studies

•

The researcher asks participants iftherc arc any questions

